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Welcome to Going D own Swinging 16. Contrary to popular
rumour, GDS has not ceased, rather, as is our tradition, we are
late.
We received over 3,500 submissions for this issue. From
this we have selected work by more than sixty contributors.
GDS gets some great letters and we publish Stuan Solman's
letter in this issue.It was not only funny and timely but losing
a submission is a frighteningly accurate possibility amidst an
avalanche of manuscripts.
On the cover we feature the ceramic sculptures of
Melbourne artist, Sandy Caldow and an interview, 'Face to
Face' where she talks about her work and her research thesis
on 'psychology and the unconscious in art'.
Our second interview is with a new poet, Lee Fi.ihler
comparatively unknown outside of the Melbourne poetry
circuit, but a fresh voice in the Australian poetry scene. We
talk to him about his Romany background, his perceptions of
poetry and his new book.

New Books...
Congratulations to eric beach, weepingfor lost baby/on (Paper
Bark / A & R) and J.S. Harry's Selected Poems (Penguin) co
winners of the Kenneth Slessor Poetry Prize of the 1996 NSW
Premier's Literary Awards. Women were well represented and
congratulations also to Jordie Albiston, Nervous Arcs (Spinifex)
and Kristen Henry's JiVhat if the Plane Goes Down (Pariah) who
were both short-listed. Congratulations to everyone who
submitted and didn't win.
There have been some important books launched this
year. N otably 7t0's 24 Hours, (Collective Effort); Grant
Caldwell's You Know JiVhat I Mean, (Hale and Ironmonger);
Louis de Paor Cre Is Cloch I Sentences of Earth and Stone,
(Black Pepper).
At a time when vital but smaller magazines are facing
increasing marginalisation, it was heartening to witness the
launch of a new literary magazine, Heat. Editor Ivor Indyk
says in his introduction: 'Heat was born out of anger and
frustration. The reasons are to be found in the present climate
inAustralia.'The magazine delivers 'a simple integrity. .. writing
which is committed, passionate, innovative and adventurous.'
The first issue of Heat also publishes a number of critiques
and essays for the discerning reader. GDS welcomes and
supports this new and important magazine.

The Winter '96 Next Wave Overland was an exciting
collaboration. EditorJohn McLaren writes, "This issue ofYoung
Writing has been published in conjunction with the Next
Wave Festival and provides a sample of the writers who will
open our eyes in the future." Issue 143 was an eye-opener
indeed; the layout was fantastic; the content a 'glimpse of the
talent and diversity of the next wave of artists.'
A new National Poetry Festival is being organized in the
Melbourne inner-suburb of Prahran in 1997.
Details are:
In March for five days:
'We give you our words'
The National Poetry Festival,
Wednesday 26 to Sµnday 30, 1997
in Prahran at
Chapel off Chapel
Stonnington's Arts, Recreational and Tourism Centre.
One of GDS #16 contributors, Don Armstrong passed away
recently. His poem Koutifides Symphony No. 43 was accepted
earlier this year. We include it and a eulogy by Alan Wearne.
Don Armstrong 1953 - 1996
'Don's verse has those hallmarks which announce: this could
never have been written by anyone else. Wistful, quirky, they
are mystery tours involving multi-level pun-fuelled wordplay
and brief, if elaborate digressions.
Doubtless most readers will wonder 'what's happening
here?' But this can only be a wonder based solidly on Don's
strongest attribute, surprise. So much has gone into the mosaic
which is his verse: Boxing, rock and roll, jazz, his early
upbringing in Carlisle, his adolescence in Sandringham,
supporting Carlton and its footballers, suburban living, love.
He was only 43 and young with it. He was only beginning
to be published. He left behind lots of poems. We haven't
heard, or read the last of him.'
October '96

Koutifides Symphony No. 43

Leaping where the air is fine
he oscillates through kilts
of flesh that spare no space,
Odyssey will be his before 2001.
He is Excalibur and Bolshoi
unleashed from a parallel bar
into boleros of movement,
Nureyev on a violin string
to be fiddled by
when he intercepts
the vanishing point of emotion,
unfolding in you what he gives of himself.
The r ight footballer
for the wrong situation,
he encapsulates in the play
what Brando's T shirt did on the screen.

The Protectors

Christmas

So now broccoli
Is good for rectal
Cancer, carrots
For vision, spinach
For vigour, and ...
For ... ad nauseam;
The amulets ringing
Our various organs,
Warding off sinister
Attackers who are
Lurking in the dark
Mazes of our over
Burdened genes
and anaemic blood,
So that we may
Sleep with broad
Smiles on our
Decaying faces.

Checkbooks are flung open,
Piggy banks broken,
Credit cards stretched
Beyond the horizon.
They swarm malls and plazas,
Buying gold and trinkets,
Origamis and organzas.
They flood beaches
And dance halls;
Orgies give way to stupor,
Saxophones to sirens.
They note he was born in Bethlehem.

Life A�er Death

Only a bright, vain sun.
There is nothing above me
to keep the heat in.
The street is doomsday-silent,
the traffic detoured,
the spotless new freeway empty.
I might easily be
in the harder-wintered, quiet country.
Against this stillness
a curled dead banana leaf
devoid of breeze or string trickery
drags itself
across the old rough tar
in fits and starts,
grating harshly at tearing edges
in imitation of last su.mmer's cicadas.

Reconnaissance

Down streets dropping into the harbour,
village lanes shrink
from the grumpy city.
Buses drop passengers at shopfronts
begging cobblestones,
dogs tied up outside
instead of horses.
The butcher-truck's doors
swing open, release ripe steam
into the morning.
Bled-out husks
slung from steel hooks
sway dizzily: meat metronomes.
Shopping trolleys await salvation
in back lanes, on corners.
Enormous koalas solicit loose change,
seeking self-preservation. One
wears dinosaur socks.
Magpies cleanse rosellas from palm trees
in the park.
One stalks a picnicker,
thinking herself
not overly ambitious.

Black and Blue, Black and White
The ribbonish
the voice of the pale blue
white wicker
white shutters of
your bedroom where the brush and mirror
were silver-backed.
You
too
were a department store.
You
too
were soft-colours hard-metal brittle vine
burned
into an adult.
I loved you overall.
You were 41, but you looked 25.
I could be wrong I've been wrong before.
Terrible garbage streets black and blacker block by block
of bleed and die and red red red. That's what I walked
through
to you. That's what I walked back after you.
Splash and crust of innocence, tricks of the trade, pat the
back,
bars of women dressed like witches, black hair and
eyeshade of magenta,
lipstwisted smudged black fingernails enclosed in brick
a mile thick. Me too. But you
are exposed.
You will be bald soon.
You are so white
you have no body below the blue dress.

the things you're doing
your behaviour doesn't describe you
it's the context in which you happen
if i was to say that you somersaulted onto a bed
it can't bottle the pure exhaustion from smiling
i get always with you
a lasso that wheedles me in honestly
a glow worm beside me when i sleep
cushioned and salty neck, a vamp like wish
breathing me in
and cartwheeling
and your kiss
i love your dirty fingernails
it means you have better things to worry about
i want to feel your guitar callouses thick
and expressed fully
and leave your soft skin where it belongs
i need to hear you sing your songs
so i have something new to hum when i drive in my
car
even the words you write leave a scent that lingers
long after you have changed your clothes
you walk ahead and the future follows
i want to nestle into your stomach and swear
your behaviour doesn't describe you
it's the context in which you happen
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Three Women

She grows and goes away
Agony, the second birth!
I bleed eight years until
one day a child returns
strong beautiful eyed
chinned with competence
A parent, mine
makes friends with death
decked on streams
of generation

Deadly Certainties

I used to be full of opinions.
'Know your position and argue it'
said my rationalist education.
Earlier, another learning taught
'Get it right.Be right.'
Opinions. One by one my soul
discards these constructs
and where they choked me
with their lust for expression,
there's room for the sweetness
of happening to enter, float and leave.

Andy Warhol

Everybody
winds up kissing the wrong person
goodnight.
Kissing
the wrong person goodnight winds up
everybody.
Kissing
everybody goodnight winds up
the wrong person.
The wrong person
winds up kissing everybody
goodnight.
Kissing
everybody wrong winds up
the goodnight person.
Goodnight kissing
winds up the wrong person
everybody.
Goodnight everybody
kissing winds up the wrong
person
Everybody
winds up kissing the wrong person
goodnight.

Harsh Mile Prelude

"My hidden harms, that grow in me by night " - Anon.

Night comes in a transparent box
with dark blue stories respect for flame
a hopeless passion for no one there
nostalgic emigres shaken out of their dream
My heavy boots bathe the upper slopes
little ghostly cashing moon
ragged band whose sad leader
I am covering with an abstract skin
A fresh wind from the east grazes me
serenities hang on the brink of schemes
these are my airwaves undoing by words
lending me tools and smuggling me stone

Matinee
Woman in lure and motion
purity rehearsing
swoops on what she can use
telling the lie she's telling
Time ticking on the wrist
sealed spaces of pleasure and risk
she's up to something with a gasp and a hiss
sends him back to his ship
through the smiling dark

Postage Stamp View
She's got forty-year-old hands tucked
neatly in her lap; eyes blue and wild
as cornflowers. " I ate my fingers
when I was three," she says.
" They put me in a ward with a girl
who'd been forced into an oven,
another girl who held her bowels until
she poisoned her insides and died."
She talks of her brother, dead
at thirty." He called me in 1 984
to come home. I had a detox ready
but he never showed ..."

Her right hand is visible, the nails look right,
the skin is scarred, but generally intact
"Last summer, the pilot dream drew me
from a restless sleep to an urgency, an image
so pure I had to get it down." She borrowed
brushes and a canvas from a neighbour, used
a palette of colours she kept in the freezer.
In the centre, she burned
a postage stamp view
of two children, surrounded by barbed wire,
dark stormy clouds, the lightning bolt their father, and outside
the wire a sunny day in the family garden,
mother lying on her side, waiting.

It's Okay, Ma

From a shelter in Louisiana
Lisa calls her mother
for money, for tickets to come home
with the baby,
with the man she married who isn't the
father who won 't work
who is healthy and able
who won't work and her mother says,
" I t's time for you
to be on your own."
The phone slams so loud
the ringing stays in my sister's head
for the week Lisa waits
to call my mother,
her grandmother, and ask for money
to bring the baby to Florida.
My mother says, "Not this time,
I can't honey; it's just not right."
The Louisiana phone falls hard.
My mother calls me
and I say, " I t's okay, you did right ma,"
and my mother cries,
" If Lisa's gonna be homeless,
she should take a bag and live under a bridge,"
and my mother cries
for all those things she knows too well .

Visit To A Hillside Ceme tery

Here
in the cemetery
the late afternoon is
half masted
with sunlight
The headstones are
half eclipsed
in shadow
Their epitaphs
half erased
by wind and rain
In cracked jars
half formed cobwebs
hang between plastic flowers
A bird searches for worms
in a grave site
half buried
with earth
Here
life like death
share the same
half empty
space

St. Kilda
I walk the map
between
tide and street
Every nine seconds
a wave convulses
at my feet
Boulders stay mute
even under interrogation
of street lights
Stars parachute
only to land
in the ocean
Two gulls cut
past my face
like switch blades
A brick has been thrown
through the moon
In the square
a light
fli ckers
The last
tram
pulls in
Emptying
drunks
from the city
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What do you get when you fall in love • • •

The o ther day
I was seeking a
new taste. Eureka! Obu!
I found my heart's
content. Taking four every
day fruits; the apple
as mundane as eyes
meeting across a crowded
dancefloor; the orange
as ordinary as a slow
waltz embrace; one sex
starved grapefruit and
strawberry destined for
the ho-hum breakfast
in-bed-win-over-your
lover routine. I cut every
one of them into four
equally brutal parts,
took one from each
and
each piece seducing
the other with peanut
butter, raspberry jam,
honey and mango chutney
made
a new, an Other
my
rare succulent
sensation
staring . . .
speechless . . .
wondering
is it edible?

Visiting Yiayia
"Ah mia mera
na se tho buntremeni "

"It's not that easy yiayia"
Our language of marriage collides
with her constant lament,
my peevish reply.
It's become our - Antipodean Anthem.
Still, I'm always welcomed by her happy tears
at the door - hoisted on walking frame.
She insists on coffee and goolooragia
which she manages to make.
I sit near her
sipping dark brew
one of my hands is covered by hers
she marvels at the contrast of skin
saying hers were never so fine.
Her sweetheart and my Pappou
is now several years dead.
There is only one unmarried grandchild
and only one event to look forward to.
I tell her about my wish to travel
to study, to . . . . she interj ects
reluctantly I nod my head to
personal desires can be shared
with the right husband.
The fi nale is always hers;
"Yrioyra, brodou na bethano. "

I leave her
still feeling the weight
of her hands,
of her death warning
and me unwed.
First Stanza: "{f only I could sec /,er married one day. "
Final Stanza: "Quickly, before I die. "

Fred and Mildred
the instant
Fred turned on his kitchen tap
the great mountain dam
collapsed
Disaster
No survivors
merrily drifting
out to sea
Mildred's false teeth
chattering endlessly
enj oying the c ruise
she'd always wanted to go on

The Revenge of the Dweeb

when i was a boy
i wanted a puppy
- you bought me an ant farm
i wanted to play rugby
- you abused me with badminton
i wanted j eans
- you shamed me with shorts
i wanted Keith Richards & The Rolling Stones
- you made me play Cliff Richard & The Shadows
when all my friends came over
on the beach
i shrank
when you said
loudly as bikini girls giggled past me:
" Isn't he develop ing! "
you made me talk politely
to neighbours, to parents
to nice kids, their hair combed, clothes neat as pins
when i'd have preferred
the greasy layabouts from commission homes
with drunken foulmouthed mums
& dads you never saw
but only heard about
in buses you made me stand
for old people, for women and babies
& i died, crucified in the aisle
hearing sniggers thru the cigarette fog
from the back seat

i was told to never speak up
to never answer back
to smile smile like a goose, like a sap, j ust:
S

M

I

L

E

well i'm letting you know
my emotional wounds
have healed
they haven 't twisted into scars
& i ' m waiting my chance to show you
' hey, folks, no hard feelings!'

when i settle you
into that nursing home
on the sunny side of hell
with the bedpans
& the potty chairs
& the p lastic sheets
& the bibs
& the jumbo-sized Whoopsie nappies
& the nurses from Belsen
& the therapist from Play School
& the food
- slops & swill
& i '11 gladly visit
once or twice a year
for a moment, for a while
though you probably won't recognise me
not my name or my face
not even by my
smile

A�er the Elections
( a series of 6 poems)

1.
Someone
changed our
logo
from: gardening
to: being
On the Move
A fall from Labour's
State of Greenery

2.
as a child
i came here
and did not feel
like saluting
a flag
later
my peer-group m
Amsterdam banned
cars, grew
flowers and vegies
on roof-top
gardens

3.
There's a sinking
feeling
in the pit
of my stomach
that talks of
night-time police

helicopters
hovering
over inner-city
Melbourne
making the windows
shake
and the floor-boards
resonate
with an angry hum

4.
Let's get rid of that old
garden-wall
that looks so worn-out
and so grey
I think
it always was
in the wrong spot
Nothing would grow
against it
Doing it together
is fun, with people
scraping on either
side
It feels good: the old
crumbling cement giving way
to p urposeful fingers

5.
The coffee has worked: I ' m
cruising along my tracks
of thought
without too much p ain
In Holland, a cup of coffee
in known as a consolation:
a little bowl of consolation
They must have talked
in terms of bowls
on the land

before the mass-produced cups
and saucers
I 've drunk my coffee
out of a French coffee glass
placed on a white paper doily
on a white saucer
Lavazza Caffe Expresso!
the doily says
'Lavazza! ' I say
and pay the waitress
6.

The Kennett Years
The memory, in the nineties,
of School Cadets . . .
they liked to live
Dangerously: lots of
Fast Cars and
Noisy Airplanes
They embodied: Irresponsible
Youth (gave each other
a bit-of-a-scare, for
a-bit-of-a-dare)
Once punished severely
(behind high fences)
they laughed and ran and pointed
at the world
from high
vantage-points
Because it all looked so funny
so very, very, very, very, very fu nny
so funfu nfunfunfunfunfunfunfunny
So fa
ah
funfunfunfunfunfunny
so fa
ah
ah
Life was a bit of a bore
really - you know, a Bit of a Bore.

never look down

a spot-light startled you into life
you stand, one arm coiled in rope
then climb like flame
as we all b reathe out
for a moment we thought you
naked as th day
& one person sailing close
to th flap of th tent saw
that love is what you give
not seeing your ladder
prickle against your flesh
walking with a plummet
when you pretend to slip
flipping pink
like a tree full of lifting galahs
now they're removing your net
& you hope this is a dream
spotlights rattling th dark
which th tiger which th cage?
and suddenly there are no bars
a bare platform
face lifted like a bud
you spnng
like a living leaf released from rain
slipping satin & skin
fli cking through your own
reflected image
like god speed-reading th bible
it's all there
& gone in an instant
skyhooks in arabic
you catch th white bar
between th lines
& hang there
like a discarded lover

discovering that poetry's useless
you reach out with both hands
& there's nobody there
let go
they tell you
gamblers are thieves who want to be caught
swing upside down like a heart
& time
throws you another bar
caught dancing in th interval
swrng
is everything
'like one step off th block is kinda risky'
baboon-bottomed clowns loop down
take one ankle each
& time
a quick drawn breath's
release
now violence is a form of weather
who'll predict peace?
sweet return & relief
old-fashioned curtsey
& a si gn
to set th scene
PLEASE DO NOT SCREAM

Alice Cow
for Bill Smith

Spur of the moment thing
after feeding the calf I thought
ah! ole I ' ll teach her how to play ole
Looked her right in the eye,
Come on Alice - ole!
Took a few days
but soon she was running at the chaff bag,
s he'd arch her back, grow feet in height and
run at that chaff bag
whaaahoo - I 'd say - 0LE!
Now Bill from the tricky hill behind
he'd seen us playing, he'd watched from the start
and he said, 'One day sooky little calf'll grow
into big cow horns n ' all. I can j ust see ya
sittin ' on your arse in the mud'.
He was right you know, dropped his whisky bottle
laughin' that's what he did
his high staccato chippin' through
the morning frost.
Me screaming back across the hills
you baaastaards - both of yooo.
Took me weeks to stop that cow charging
Nnnooww - I 'd say, and she'd get that look
like a sort of thread between us
Quit it Al Pal - game's over then I'd run like hell an' shake m 'stick.
I t was Billy who taught me how to milk her,
sitting under Alice I got strong hands
I learnt to be still there
to feel her velvet udder on my cheek
learnt to sing - very soft.

The Sun and Me

I have swallowed the sun
it slipped down easy
to shimmer
like a mirage
on the horizon
a perfectly warm ball
a simmering light
a circling thing and
I won't let it go now
won't let it go now
I have swallowed the sun
it sits in my belly
a bubble of sappy glow
a run of warm river
a lava flow of
trunk and tree
the crown of me
a seedy spin and shoot
a husky pod
a starry world
where enough's enough
enough is enough

Lighthouse

The Bluff light beats a warning
mirrors the lantern
where no man now keeps watch
or shouts for help or
hoists the black sphere
that marked the tides.
Here, in the click of hot shadows
in the pounding current of fear
ghosts trace foundations
move through dark caves
dance needle sharp grasses
sing home the Albatross.
Somewhere here, through
trees lying flat against the wind
maybe a si gn
a path that shows the way, or
the smell of memory kept
for five generations.
Voices curl and whisper
on the slap of the sea
play on feathery wind
bob and knock, and now
on its ledge of rock
the anchor hooks in, holds fast.
Name the voices
lean to the curving moon
breath stars
run a vein through the
ragged sea
For I've found it
Faint words in grey stone
broken on a rise of grass
the grave of the Lighthouse keeper.

Dawn Comes
A slow moving sun creeps into an uncertain sky
Dark clouds are tinged with red
Heralding rain at some not too distant time
On the streets below, the grime of a city is revealed
in slow increments
The homeless asleep in doorways
Empty booze bottles & cans litter the sidewalk
Outside late night bars - now shut & lying
like sleeping vampire crypts awaiting another night
Newspapers & food wrappers fly past
in swirls of dust
Broken windows are boarded up
The only sound my footfalls
As I stagger across town
From a two-up school in Nth Melbourne
Where I gave my taxi fare to the ring
And drank dubious scotch
I know I won't be able to sleep
When I eventually make it home
To my bare walls & lino
A lone taxi cruises past in vain appeal
A shark in its now still waters
Soon the city will stir
And I will be sitting, staring out my front window
Nursing a vodka tonic
Wondering where it all went wrong

High Noon
Autumn again
the old song of years
distracted & dreamin
sheets of blank paper
fallin like tears
she found herself doin
all the things
she said
she would not
that phone she swore
not to listen for
that face she said
wasn't in her head
all those crazy things
she said she would not
everything she'd learned
was leaves in april winds
death breathed on her
she'd given her heart
into the hands of impossibility
and irresponsibility
she was taken over
she was moved she found th clover
the wind blew around
so wild, her feet didn't touch th ground
she was saved, she was sold down
th white water river, the road outta town
mysteries swallowed her
crowns
sat on her head
she forgot a lot and remembered more

she decided she'd never
stop moving
till her unlucky number
came up
but something about her was still
and stayed
tho she played
with every shadow
she could find
her runes read Signs
and Secrets
time was more than a line
friends younger than she was died
she was runnin she couldn't hide
in every blind alley & market place
she saw his face
& he knocked on the doors
of each one of her dreams
all of nature
conspired with him
till she wanted to scream
& thought she was sick
St James Infirmary
tattoo sticks
but she knew she wouldn't
want to take it back
even if she could
& she told herself, the sun came late
to wake her up
& night would surely come
but at least they had a high noon

High Noon 2

"vVhen Ifell, lord Ifell, Ijell. . . 11
the Dead Salesmen

He wasn't unhappily married / he loved his wife
he loved his kids / he had a secure life
When he first saw her
he just thought
fuckable
then he began to think about her / all the time
/ with clothes on / what she'd say
to something /where she was
right then / just to walk with her / & her name
he started calling her / to hear the sound
of her voice / he spent hours
recalling her/their brief meetings
where time was the crocodile / that swallowed the
clock /
& c hased old Hook / how they'd driven
to Wycheproof / how she said Nothing's
witchy-proof / how they'd joked all night /
Ken & Barbie turn 3 5 / & how they'd said
the L word / looked in each other's hearts /
with elation / & despair / Follow my orders he said
but he was scared she wouldn 't / he knew
he'd caught a wild thing / she teased him
about ties & tax returns / his work
began to weigh heavy on his life / he thought about
everything he'd missed out on doing / & everything
he might never do / at times he resented
his wife / then hated himself for the feeling /
But not her / she could do no wrong / she hadn't
planned this / life had whistled up
a storm around his plain sailing / they'd lost
the maps / the oars / they were adrift / doome d /
in the beautiful blue / he wondered how
this could have happene d / he wanted her
to be happy / he wanted her / he knew
it was madness / but it felt like destiny

Li:z:zie's Pact
from 'Botany Bay Document'

The pact with the rapist
is one of paralysis you
move and I'll kill you.
The deal with silence is
you tell you die. The
bargain with the body
is one of demembering
his hand from his eye
from his indigo gun. If
I had a right to this body
of mine it would be
transportation towards
some kind of light. If I
had a hope on this silent
sea it would be to set
sail into waters of song.
If I had a message for
young Master Munroe
it would be it would be
a fistful of flowers a
wreath of my wrath a
litany of lilies sweet
scented as blood to
bloom and bloom in his
favourite room for the
term of his natural life.

Hard Laughter

Raymond had been there on his own for fifteen minutes before
Conrad arrived. Conrad introduced himself and removed his shoes
and explained that they never really started until nine. The bro
chure said 8 : 1 5 to give some time for discussion with newcomers.
Raymond removed his shoes and Conrad went and sat against the
wall on one of the folded futons and closed his eyes, leaving
Raymond to hover around and wonder again what he was doing
there.
'Was there something about it you wanted to discuss?' Conrad
asked him from the wall, his eyes open now. He was about thirty,
tall, with broad shoulders and a broad face, but with an angular
nose and jaw; and there was something weary about his speech
and manner - as if he was stoned; but it clearly wasn't that. He
was tired and troubled about something, but in a peaceful, re
signed way.
' What kind of meditation is it?' Raymond asked him, sitting on a
futon a few metres out from Conrad and to the left.
'It's not like any other kind of meditation,' Conrad said. 'We don't
concentrate on anything. We go deep inside, allowing whatever is
deep inside to surface. We relax. We just empty ourselves of every
thing. There aren't any rules. We just turn out the lights and allow
ourselves to connect with a deeper part of ourselves.'
' I 've done TM,' Raymond said. ' That doesn't concentrate on any
thing either. Though there is a mantra, but you don't really con
centrate on that, it's a p rocess of coming and going in a way . . .'.
' I don't know anything about TM,' Conrad said. 'Except that it
has the mantra. We have no mantra, no ritual, we j ust let loose for
an hour. You can do what you like - walk around, shout, cry . . .
whatever you feel comes up. Sometimes we connect with each
other and help.'

Raymond thought about this a moment.
'Where does it come from? I mean , was it developed by someone,
did someone introduce you to it or did you just develop it your
selves?'
' It comes from an Indonesian man named (he named the man,
but it was such a complicated Indonesian name Raymond imme
diately forgot it) . He came here in 1 989 and held a few sessions,
but people have been doing it in Indonesia for centuries.'
They continued talking, with long pauses between some of their
comments. Conrad periodically shut his eyes. Two other men ar
rived then. They were a bit older than Conrad. One was medium
height with grey hair. He had on a large, bulky jumper which
accentuated his barrel-chestedness and large belly. He was very
forthright putting out his hand to Raymond and saying: 'Hello,
I'm Sol.'
Tm Raymond,' Raymond said, shaking his hand.
'Raymond,' Sol said, as if to register the name more concretely
with himself. ' Hello, Conrad,' he then said.
' Hello, Sol,' Conrad said back.
'Hello, Raymond,' the other man said, taking Raymond's hand
and smiling warmly, almost deprecatingly. 'I am Axel. I am very
pleased to meet you.'
Sol and Conrad discussed the meditation with Raymond for five
or ten minutes while Axel and Den ny, a new arrival, investigated
the large new heater in the corner which didn't seem to be work
ing yet. There were two small electric fan heaters going, one at
each end of the hall. Raymond asked Sol how long he had been
doing the meditation.
'About thirty years! ' Sol laughed.
They turned out all the lights then and stood in a kind of loose
circle. After a few minutes Raymond could just make them out
from the street light coming through the frosted window. Conrad,
Sol and Denny were standing in a curved line in front of him,

facing him it seemed, with Axel on his right facing into the space
between them. They seemed to have closed their eyes so Raymond
did likewise, although he did keep opening them now and then.
They had repeated that he could do what he liked, move about,
shout, etcetera and Sol had said to initially stand with the knees
u nlocked (he demonstrated) which Raymond did.
After a few minutes Raymond noticed Conrad was swaying slightly,
and Sol began to burp and breathe heavily and he and Denny
moved off from the group. Raymond too began to sway, more to
see what it felt like than because he felt compelled to do it. It then
occurred to him that they were all men, and he wondered if that
was the rule; he remembered the brochure didn't make any gen
der reference. The swaying felt good so he continued to do it and
he too began to breathe more heavily, to sigh even. He began to
give out great outbreaths of sighs and it felt good to do so. Conrad
and Axel were standing quite still facing him from different direc
tions and he had the feeling they were concentrating on him. Sol
began to laugh somewhere over on his right and Raymond saw
him raise his arms and throw back his head to kind of stretch his
abdomen and chest, and he let out a great whoosh of breath.
Raymond closed his eyes again and it occurred to him that these
men could suddenly start beating him up and he found this more
fu nny than alarming. But he didn't laugh - he j ust smiled quietly
to himself.
H e felt like moving then, and so he started walking and swinging
his arms and breathing and sighing deeply, and burping. Sol burped
some more and kept laughing to himself every now and then.
Conrad had begun to move and only Axel stayed standing where
he was.
After quite a long time Raymond stopped being so concerned
with what the others were doing; he was way off down the end of
the hall and he began to feel angry and sad, for no particular
reason, and his breathing and sighing became much heavier. He
came up against the wall and leaned his forehead against it and he
felt like crying. So he did - though it wasn't an easy, flowing cry,
especially in the beginning; it was more like laughter, a hard laugh
ter, that became crying. It was like it was coming from some
where deep inside his psyche, (at least this was what he thought)
as he couldn't find any concrete reason for it. I t occurred to him
that he might be j ust indulging himself emotionally and he began

to actually laugh, but this too quickly became the hard, almost
tearless crying again.
When this crying had subsided he moved back out into the hall
again, back to where they had started out from.He passed Denny
who was lying on the floor in a kind of twisted, strangely com
fortable looking position.His head and shoulders were facing one
way and his hips and legs the other. It reminded Raymond of
something he couldn't quite recall.
Back near where they had initially formed the circle he stopped
and leaned his head against the wall again and let another load of
feeling well up and he cried again. When he turned around and
came offthe wall, breathing heavily and sighing, he saw that Conrad
and Sol and Axel were standing in a line facing him , so he stopped,
and they all stood like that a while and he felt a kind of peaceful
ness come over him.
They soon moved off again, and Raymond began throwing his
arms and head back the way he had seen Sol do and it felt good
and he no longer felt like crying.
When the hour was up someone turned on the lights and they all
went to the end of the hall and started putting their shoes on.
They asked Raymond how it went and he told them it was really
good, how he just felt like breathing heavily, and sighing and walk
ing at fi r st, but then he had begun to feel angry and then sad, and
he had started crying.
' I could sense you were getting rid of some things, some quite
heavy things,' Conrad said.
'Yes,' Raymond agreed. ' I think I was, I think I did.'
' I think it was very good for you,' Conrad added. ' I think you
have some things to ofiload, you are not a seriously plagued spirit you are an old spirit - and you have some things to clear up . . .'
'Mm . . . Yes,' Raymond agreed, and he wondered what this really
meant. And yet he felt it was right somehow.
'Why were you laughing?' he asked Sol.
'Ha! ' Sol laughed. 'Well , I've been doing this so long I 'm begin
ning to think I'm becoming psychic. I was getting an image of

you - I hope you don't mind - but I had this image of you with
this great big thing on your stomach, like a great turtle, or, no, a
mollusc, a shell, and suddenly it began to slide off, it began sliding
slowly off you r stomach and onto the floor where it disappeared it was hilarious. Is there something specific wrong with you ? Do
you mind me asking?'
'Well, yes, I do have a problem with my intestines,' Raymond
said.
'Ah, there. I ' m not surprised.'
' Actually it's my liver, but it manifests in pain and problems in my
small intestine . . .'
' I have a problem with my liver too,' Conrad said. 'A virus . . '.
They had all put their shoes on then, and their coats, continuing
to talk about each other's experiences. They went outside and
into the alleyway.They asked him if he thought he would come
back the next week and he said, yes, he thought he would. But he
didn't.
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She Fell Apart on the Floor
She fell apart on the floor.
Her heart became unknown.
Her head a bunch of flowers in a vase.
Her hands the windows.
Her eyes the floor.
The wind rattled the windows with the loneliness of distance.
Then her heart became the candle at dinner.
And her hands became the flowers.
Her head was on the plate.
Her feet were the feet of chairs.
And her eyes were in the pockets of those who sat down to eat.
By dessert the windows had broken and the wind had sat down at
the table.
The candle flame was wavering.
Her hands became the seats, fingers closing on the visitors
Turning out their pockets.
Her eyes became as large as the laughter of the wind.
Filling the whole room.
The tree came true for the table
And the wind came true for the woman.
And her head was a vase.
And her heart was a flame in a dark room.

I Write with Clear Water

I write with clear water.
A stroke across sky and up my spine.
Thunder resounds in the sphere encased in my rib cage.
Lightening splits between my eyes .
Rain pours down into the pool below my expanded lungs.
There is a ship.
I am ready.
I look back.
She is sorting out secret weight of experience into chambers
and lockets.
We share a bottle in the dark.
Metallic wine.
The ship comes back to tell us of cities pink in twilight.

There ls A Word in my Belly

There is a word in my belly
That is chewing at me.
When the water birds glide over head
They have the word in their silent beaks.
There is an emotion beyond the wire fence
So vast I think it is the motion of distance.
I look for the coloured flag of silk
To mark where my children will be.
The rain on my p age is the mil k from a mood of solitude.
Pinning red ribbons to memories of my mother.

Discourse of Bees

You're the
colony of noise
castle of mad Kafkas
a ceaseless speech-machine
singers of the word
upon crawling word
tumbling in and tipping out
You glide above life
into the whorl of the ear of the wind
on long hot thermal sentences
sprung on your wound-up wings
you are lessons in geometry and rhythm
dots of mad sense
You blunt missiles of sound
black and yellow bandits
out on air giving sky a voice
you dance loose with meaning
and land like speech
on the foreign tongues of flowers

In The Glow of The A�ernoon

My filing system
he calls the mess of
papers on the floor
He flicks at it
searching for a book
It's one of those large
books but not thick y 'know
Coffee table?
Yeah, coffee table
Later we do find it:
The Book ofAmerican Poets:
Innovators and Outsiders
(He had flattened it
under papers
and a glass ashtray
for a week
after finding it
thrown out of a shop
for being water damaged)
and he fingers the
ashtray's chipped edge
and when he holds it up
the afternoon light glows through it.

The Deal
I couldn't believe that he had suggested it at all, let alone that he
was senous.
Of course we had been talking about separation. . . at least I had
been talking about it. For me the marriage was over.
He had been talking about working things through, resolving dif
ferences, and therapy, but I knew ail that was a great waste of
time. I was finished pretending I was in love with him and I didn't
need any counsellor to confuse me with questions about the mean
ing of love and commitment.
It had ended for me one night two years ago, in another city, in
another bed, when the sex didn't work because he came too fast
and I groaned with frustration. He got cold tight with anger and
shouted that it was ail my fault for expecting too much of him. I
knew then, that even half-way decent sex between us was never
going to happen.
I got out of bed, not feeling any anger mind you , not feeling
anything at ail. I made instant butterscotch pudding and ate it hot
out of the pot and realized, with relief, that the relationship was
kaput!
The next year we had Jenny.Well,just because I didn't want to be
married to him anymore, didn't mean that I was going to walk
out that day. There had never been a divorce in my entire family
and I wanted to be smart and strategize my way out carefully, so
that I wouldn't throw everyone into panic.
I had always planned to have my first baby before I was twenty
one and I knew if we split up it could take years before I found
someone else. I wasn't taking any chances. I was almost twenty
and he was good-looking and techno-smart. . . which is not a bad
thing in today's world. So I hung in, kept my mouth shut and got

pregnant. When he graduated from med school, I graduated with
honours in Human Relations and then had my baby.
We moved back home and while he spent all his time at the hos
pital, I played with my baby and spoke on the phone to my friends,
who were all still dating, and only occasionally found time to
meet me for lunch at the coffee shop nearest to their sleek, high
windowed offices and tell me about their incredible evenings, and
ask my advice about who they should sleep with next.
During these lunches I usually had two rich desserts before I went
back to the apartment to nurse Jenny and change her diapers.
As far as He was concerned, things were hunky-dory.Which shows
you exactly how sensitive He was to feelings and to the realities of
life.
There was no one I could confide in. Not my friends who didn't
have time to listen to other people's bad news, not my mother,
who believed her foot had been firmly set on the first step of the
stairway to heaven, when I married, not j ust a doctor, but a spe
cialist!
The only person who might have understood me was my beauti
ful Aunt Ann, who was having her own problems and was hardly
ever around.
I took out all the 'Why Love Turns You Off' and ' From Lover to
Monster' books from the library. Following instructions, I tried
to remember why I had married him in the first place, what I
once had found so remarkable about him. But I gave up when I
couldn't remember a thing. I put the marriage down to immatu
rity and idiocy. Obviously I had outgrown him.
I walked around for weeks practising what to say. How to be kind
when I told him I was getting a quick divorce.
Finally I decided to be straight with him and tell him the truth,
that I was miserable, practically suicidal. Our marriage was a big
mistake.
"Nonsense! " He stared at me. "You have everything you want.
You are very happy. Even if you don't realize it now, I'm the best

thing that ever happened to you."
" I think maybe it's because we don't find any of the same things
funny."
"Are you insane? Are you going to break up a terrific marriage
because you laugh at ' Cybil' and I laugh at ' Flipper' reruns?"
"You don't ever laugh." I told him.
"Oh yes I do. I laugh all the time! "
I shook my head, "No! You think you 're laughing but you 're not
actually laughing at all . . . you're j ust slitting your eyes, and stretch
ing your lips across your gu ms and sorta sing-songing 'ha ha ha' I
can't stand it!"
" For that you are threatening to destroy our lives?"
"Saving our lives ass hole! "
"You 're crazy!"
I giggled.
" I refuse to discuss a life threatening condition with a crazy per
son." And he left the room. But not before I shouted that I was
taking Jenny and getting the hell out!
We didn't speak for days. Which gave me time to finalize my
plans. I was going to stay with my cousin Gloria for a week, until,
either I could fi gu re out what to do with my self and my baby, or
someone rescued me.
Then as I was cleaning up the kitchen, he came up with this!
"Let's go skiing. Up on some high, far away, mountain top."
I threw the dish towel in his face. "Don't you ever listen to me?"
He came toward me chuckling, " All the time. Why?"
'Tm leaving you, schmuck! Why would I want to go skiing with
you?"
"Because," he grabbed my shoulders, pulling my face against his,
"you are a basically fair human being who owes me big, and who,
deep down, really wants to give me another chance."
"I am absolutely the most selfish, unfair person on the planet, as
you have told me for years, and I don't owe you horse turds." My
teeth pinched the Jobe of his ear, "and I don't want to give you
anything, nothing! Especially another chance!"
"Of course you do."

I shoved him away from me. Why wasn't he listening?
"You love me," he said nicely.
I stared at him, thinking he was deranged, decided to be sweet as
a candied yam and placate the fool.
" Maybe," I said as nicely as he, "maybe. But, I can't stand you . I
can't stand the way your mouth moves in open circles when you
chew your meat. I can't stand the smell of your body even after
you shower, or your breath even after you've brushed your teeth
and gargled with that lemon shit you gargle with, I can't stand the
way you j ump into the street j ust as the light changes or laugh
your hollow, dumb laugh or fast drive the fucking car. . . I can't
stand being in the same room with you . . . the same house. . . the
same city. . . the same . . ."
He smiled, "Let's go skiing anyway."
"You are so sick! "
"Listen I'll make a deal with you," he said.
"No deal."
"We won't go as a couple. We'll take off our rings and pretend we
don't know each other. Just two single, independent people out
for a good time. And if we see someone we like. . . well that's
okay. . . but if we decide that there's still something between us . . .
well . . . we'll j ust let it happen."
I laughed out loud. " Right. Just two singles out for a hoot."
"Right."
"So so sick! "
"Oh don't be so frigid!"
"Fuck you ! " I shrieked in sudden pain.
"Rigid, sweetheart. I mean rigid."
I knew he was lying. " And if I meet a guy I can't resist?"
"That's the chance I 'll take," he said.
"You will not be happy if l make it with some stranger in front of
your face," I promised him.
He studied the floor. "No," he whispered.
A jab of compassion slowed my run for the door.
"We'll get separate rooms."
I shook my head, my hand on the knob.
''I'll pay," he wheedled. I stopped, realizing this was a rare offer.
"All expenses," he added, clinching the deal.

So here we are on a mountain with a bunch of single skiers look
ing for action on the slopes and romance in front of the fire.
And here I sit drinking wine, with music sighing from the juke
box, as this large, blond, Nordic person teases my toes under my
ski socks with one hand while he eases his other hand, slowly,
down, between my thighs.
I am more curious than excited.Where could my poor host be
hiding? He wasn't at dinner. But then how could he eat? He saw
me skiing down the slopes, a string of handsome men close be
hind. His plan backfiring. His appetite lost.
There, I see him. Across the room, his arms around a beautiful,
busty college girl who is actually smiling up into his face and
pouting her lips, ready for any ki sses that might come her way.
I am not surprised that I feel relief knowing there will be women
who will, at least, try to make him happy when I leave. I am not
surprised that it amuses me to watch the way he brushes the back
of his hand across her breasts, making her shiver.
I watch him slowly lift her up by her fir m, younger, upper arms
and bring her to her feet, holding her gently for a moment before
he whispers something against her lips, kissing her throat, leading
her away. Leaving me feeling exhilarated. Self-reliant, unrestricted,
free.
What does surprise me is the sudden thrashing power of my leg
muscles as I kick away the great oaf of a man, who, without my
noticing, has managed to get his arm down my jeans, race through
the quiet, slightly stale, red velvet halls of the Victorian inn, and
grab this boring, predictable husband of mine by his shirt collar,
just as his key turns in the lock, and, flinging the amazed and
breathless girl aside, pull him inside with me. I nto this strange,
unfamiliar space. Slamming all the old doors shut.

Dear Eds,

Re: the fate of poetry submissions
Am I in a stack of fat (unopened) letters
propping up your wonky kitchen table?
Did the new puppy, left home alone
chew the names off poems for further consideration?
A jealous lover set fire to your desk
and fanned the flames with me?
Or the Porn Squad confis cated the whole damn lot?
Even now sifting, sifting
between double-space for meaning
or publishing in the Police Gazette
I know! Your child took me to school,
pulped and moulded me into something useful.
The coloured mask hanging in the hall perhaps?
Or did a sudden gust of wind
send you scurrying after my mixed metaphors?
The sprinkler system in your workplace
dampened my impact?
So sorry, have I interrupted you in your final selections?
Ah well, another slip to slap upon the pile of rejections.
Yours faithfully
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speckled galaxias

- lake pedder
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��

"australian fish becoming extinct"
the headline said.
our hearts die a little.
the tributes are earned,
the tributary's long.
no longer our words
have the song of the real
because our fish are becoming extinct.

the reneid becalmed in a pond
for margaret gold

our dreams
implacable as the boat
riding on eddies of casually flung rings.
below, the singing fish horses
whose voices sound whispers
from beneath their own swirls
inhabit this impeccable sea.
is there a constancy between water and air?
the brief touch of our breath
forms a pond of words .
are the eddies common to us all?
was palinuras asleep at the helm again?
is he overboard and feeding the fish
whose soft kisses devour him?
they swoon lazily these fish, and breed be neath the hull.
are the lost steersmans echoing calls
the transcript of our arrivals and departures;
our tender thoughts described in circles
as the ripples on the pond?

Fish Fart

those splendid ripples that
occur
on otherwise unruflled
ponds,
where rain is not about
and there is an abundance
of air
there you will find
echoes of fish farts.

the goldfish burp a litany,
their sleek long flesh
slides through ripples
making, as they pass,
a song

it is like i'm under water.
the roses are anemones
softly blushing under air.

the cat trawls the fin

the silver scales like painted nails.
the strong left arm
holding the fish
almost as big as him.
and the two of them smile
one with rictus
one with grin
sunlight bleeds in.

Around Here. . .
The houses rub shoulders with the night
nestled against these hills
they lie at the feet of. . .
factories paint the clouds blue 'n' grey
and the sky shows its bruises
- like a battered wife
to the morning. . .
clouds cry on my roof-top
weep on my window
like tears on my shoulder
the wind howls like it's waken the baby. . .
a train rattles through the shunting-yard
with all the subtlety of a drunk
sneaking in on the morning
trying too hard to be quiet
and wakes up the neighbours. . .
and the breath of the morning
reeks of diesel
and cattle-shit
there is nothing subtle living 'round here. . .
and I find a place
to play hide 'n' seek with the skyline
creep like shadows down these alleys
between the mercenary-eyes of streetlights
I crawl across the shoulders of this dying town
don't know which way to turn
and I'm sitting on a barbed-wire fence. . .

On My Street
There are no poems on my street
my garden nudges me for information
though I turn my back on the roses
give to the sky no more than passing glances
and the walls speak volumes for themselves . . .
I stand mute-testament to all of this
and there are no poems to be found on my street . . .
There is nothing I bear witness to
nothing which is not testament to itself
there is nothing that bears writing of. . .
I look for a si gn or a name
in the random scribblings of the sky
that paints me the day
as the clouds trample roof-tops
I pace the floor and my feet drum out the sound of
heartbeat-rhythm-monotony
I will wear out the windows with looking
the clouds will blur the issue
this is not the place for dreaming
and there are no poems on my street . . .

Wen is ak.ai. . .

Winter's upon us . . .

Rukhs rig no rivdo
Chaw ta chik's shillo
Opre' the puv poggers a kosht,
Wen's opre' mendi . . .

Trees wear no clothes
Earth lies frozen
A branch snaps silence,
Winter is upon us . . .

No chiriklo djilling odoi
Tern, shillo n' nangi
Weshen a-sutti
Wen's opre' mendi,

No bird is singing
Earth, cold 'n' naked
The forest is sleeping
Winter's upon us,

And tugnipen's opre' the tern . . .

And sorrow paints
the landscape . . .

I met a mush the wavvo divvus . . .
I met a gaje-mush the wavvo divvus,
He penned, If mandi's a Gypsy
W hat is mandi kerring akai,
Well I' m juvvin here prala, penned mandi
Me, I' m livin' here. . .
Did you expect me to atch up
adre' a vurdoe,
Mandi's jivvin' right here drey the gav prala!
And though mandi kams a'jalling
that's not what kers a Gypsy friend...
I met a gaje mush the wavvo divvus,
He penned, If mandi's a Gypsy
W hat is mandi kerring akai,
Well I' m jivvin' akai, I told him
Mandi's jiv ving here like tute,
Me, I'm living ' n' breathing like you
I livin' here, I told him . . .
* Gaje-mush: a non-Gypsy man.
* This poem is a conversation that takes place between a Gypsy and a non- Gypsy, the
Gypsy trying to explain liis life and tliat he liappens to live in the city!

Djillie - lennor

Summer song

Chiriklo adre' a rukh
Djillie opre' the balval,
Djillies lennor
Kai leste's jailed...

Bird in a tree
A song upon the breeze,
Sings to the summer
W here he's been. . .

Me, beshing opre'
a rukheskey kosht,
Adre' the wesh
Anglo the merring yag

Me, sitting on a log,
In the brush
Before the dying fire

Shooning the djillie o' lennor...

Listening to the song
Of summer...

Interview with Lee Fiihler

Lee Fiihler is a poet. Over the pastfew years he h as established
a growing reputation from live readings in and around Melbourne
poetry venues. His new book, The Weather of Language, is
at the printers. This is an extract from a recorded interview with
Lee Fiihler by Lyn Boughton at Essex Street, Brunswick on
1 2th June, 1 996.

lb

So, you've got a new book
corning out, Lee?

lb

If Yeah, with Shelton Lea.

Kevin Webb from the Dan
O' Connell is helping to
finance it. Kevin's very
supportive of poetry in
general, especially for a
publican!

lb

What do you think about
the difference between
reading your work and
having it on the page?

If Yeah, well I didn't realise
until I done it, there was
such a big difference.

When you 're reading you
can get away with a bit, and
when it's on the page you
can't get away with anything. That was the big thing
and you had to spot any
mistakes you've made, more
so than when you read live.
When you read you can
alter your voice and get
rhythms going which can
hide mistakes.
�

So you 're saying, when
you're on the page it's
harsher?

If Yeah, like it's concrete and

you can't alter it once it's on
the page.

lb

We were talking before
about Romany and you're
going to include some in
this book you 're doing with
Shelton.

If Yeah, I'm going to put

maybe half a dozen poems
in Romany in the book. I 'd
like to do more Romany
and use it as a way of explaining the culture.
Romany people don't really
have a true, or realistic
identity. Gypsies are an
entirely independent ethnic
group of their own. Not just
people who travel about as
depicted in story books.
They don't all come from
Hungary of Czechoslovakia
either which seems to be the
popular myth.

lb

What made you start writing in Romany?

spelt differently and if you
know a little bit about the
language, you can tell how it
ought to be I think.

if Well, some Romanies I

know and other friends who
are poets, encouraged me to
start doing it. It was j ust
something I thought I'd try
in the beginning. It's never
been that much of a written
language.

lb

How do you make the
transition then from the
spoken to the written word
when you're writing
Romany? Are you using
your own spelling?

if In Romany?

lb

if I personally use the ' Pogardi'
dialect, which has a sort of
English kind of pattern of
speech. "Romanichal"
dialect I suppose.

lb

World Congress I've heard is
actually trying to put together a Romany dictionary
and standardise language and
spelling, where I' ve seen
some words written a
number of different ways,
according to who by and
where it was written.

lb

on the English alphabet.

lb

So have you read any
Romany at readings?

if Yeah, I've done a bit of

R omany, just recently, 'cos
like I've said I wasn't sure if
anybody would want to
really hear it, and also the
Gypsy thing, as soon as you
mention Gypsy it's this
romantic image. I didn't
want to be associated with
that. I've heard people say
things like Tm a Gypsy'.
The people who say that are
usually misinformed and
under those stupid Enid
Blyton romantic stereotypes.
They think they 're Gypsies.

So what I'm trying to ask is,
are you actually inventing
the written word for your
(Romany) spoken word?

If No, not me personally. No,

I'm going on what is kind of
accepted as the spelling.
There's a lot of stuff that's

So, it's a different script?

if Yeah, the jib I use is based

lb Yeah.

if Yeah, well the Romany

Uh huh. So you can recognise patterns in words?

lb

The first person I heard talk
about Romany was Shelton.
I thought Gypsies spoke

0�

So many people call themselves Gypsies ' cos they've
got itchy feet or something
like that, then you gotta
explain stuff - all the
stereotypes. I mean it's like
an aboriginal, nobody
expects an aboriginal to
stand in his backyard in
animal skins with a spear,
so you're not going to
expect a modern Gypsy to
roll up to your door in a
caravan. They've adapted
with time and changes. And
they live everywhere and
have names common to that
country.

whatever language they
spoke in whatever country
they were in.

if Well, that's true too, espe-

cially over the years because
a lot of Romany people
here for example don't speak
the language at all. But
there's a bit of a thing now a rebirth of recognising the
culture and getting the
language back. It does differ
in dialects between countries. Though I do most stuff
in the dialect used by the
English & Australian
Romanichals. And over the
years it's adapted or adopted
an English syntax in speech.
It's kind of bastardised in a
way I suppose. Adapted to
the speech of its host country. I think it's a natural
evolvement of the language.
It's very poetic and the
language is very musical
anyway.

lb

So when did you first
become aware that Romany
was your culture? I n your
childhood or have you
always known?

lb

if U mm, well, I think

personally you don't have
to understand, but that's just
for me. But I think it's built
in anyway (the poetry) .
It's like some of the sounds
of poetry, people making
up words, it doesn't really
matter what the words
mean because the poetry is
inbuilt.

if Oh yeah , we always knew

we had ' the blood'. It's
something that always meant
a lot to me personally, but
it's only now that . . . It's like
being gay and coming out,
I've heard other Roms use
that analogy.

sx"

Well, it will be good actually
hearing Romany and
reading it. Like Louie De
Paor, the Irish poet. There
was a reading in Brunswick
a few months ago and he
read Gaelic. It was beautiful
to listen to.

lb

Umm, like music, lyrics . . .

if Yeah.

lb

So Lee, how did you get
interested in poetry, what
turned you on so to speak?

symmetry, I thought it
doesn't even rhyme. It was
so awful to have to learn it
and read it till it was dead. I
mean, I certainly didn't feel
anything for the poem in
the end. It was only later
that people said he was a
poet. I think they used the
word there like perhaps in
the same way Kristofferson
used it in his song 'The
Pilgrim' , I think it's called,
and he talks about a poet
and he describes a type of
person who would be a
poet, a stereotype. I said to
Shelton once you could be a
poet without having even
written a poem. He disagreed.

if I think really it came from

music originally, you know,
always listening to good
quality lyrics, like Tom Waits
and how good words could
sound when they were used
with a bit of imagination.

lb

So are you talking about
your teens now?

if Yeah, but I never wrote

poetry. I was messing around
with music when I was
young in the proverbial
garage band.

lb

So at that time did people
around you ever talk about
poetry ?

if Uh, no.
lb

lb

if Yeah, well my fr iend used to

say that about me when we
were young, and not many
of us knew anything about
poetry of course, but in the
same way as before when I
was talking about
Kristofferson... It's like a
type of person, and I was a
good bullshit artist, some
people would say a poet.

'Cos I was thinking in that
age group it wouldn't be
something you'd say even if
you did.

!f Well, yeah, that's another

thing with my background.
Nobody I ever knew did
poetry. It was looked upon
as a bit airy-fairy and I even
thought that myself. I also
thought it was boring from
my school experience. The
only poem I can remember
was Blake's 'Tiger' and when
it got to that part about

Oh, I think you can.

lb

Yeah, well it's to do with
sto rytelling. ..There would
be some poets who would
say a poem is a story.

!f Like telling a good yarn, a

story becomes a good yarn.

vJ)

That's what I mean when I
say there are poets and
poets.
lb

Natural story tellers. So, who
do you think you have been
influenced by in terms of
poetry ?

patterns or something made
me think that.

If Shelton's really the first poet

that I heard and I thought I
wanna do that with Ianguage. I wish I could that!
The first poet I ever actually
heard was on the telly and it
was eric beach in 'call it
poetry tonight' and I
thought that's what a poet is.
That's what actually got me
into poetry. But Shelley's
been my mentor.

If Since I started writing?
lb

Yeah.

If Well, definitely Shelton Lea,
Freddie Tiernan. There's a
lot of people's work I like,
such as your good self,
Kerry Scuffins, Kerry
Loughrey but I don't think
I'm influenced by everyone
whose work I like.But then
I wrote a poem once and I
thought it's a kind of eric
beechish poem. Then I
thought well, it could be
that I like eric's p oetry that
much, but I can't be like
him.. .You just get influenced by the poems you
read and you can't possibly
remember who even wrote
them.

lb

Se

Often I don't think we're
conscious of who we're
influenced by, or even
conscious what we are
writing at the time, but I
think I've said this to you
before - I thought you had
been influenced by Shelton
and I'm not exactly sure
why. It could be rhythm

lb

You mean the video, 'Call it
Poetry Tonight' ?

If Yeah, that video.
lb Yeah, sometimes when

people come to readings
they say, if that's what poetry
is, well that's alright, maybe
because they've held that
school or that boring
memory of it. Sometimes
people are surprised by what
poetry is.

If I think we get taught poetry

in an arse about fashion
where they start with
Shakespeare or something
and get into the modern - it
should be the other way
around.It's only recently
I've realised Shakespeare
wasn't a warbling old fart,
with thou and thoust and all
that caper, that was jus t the
language of the day.If he

was around today he would
have been just as good, but
using today's lan gu age.
lb

So you tend to not listen to
shit when you're older, you
end up listening to the best
stuff, j azz and blues and
stuff

So do you think lan gu age is
always changing?

If Yeah , with Shakespeare

maybe someone could put it
into moder n lan gu age, keep
the essence of the poetry
using the lan gu age of today,
to get the people into it.

lb Like Polanski with Macbeth.

I saw the old version, then
Polanski's modern version
allowed you to get in that
door, to understand it.

If Yeah, I think that's what I' m

trying to say, also too the
subjects he deals with, like
emotions. When you look at
writing it's been the same
for hundreds of years,
emotions haven't changed.
It's just like in modern life
you could change some of
the situations, like the kings
to some other authority
fi gure and it would work
out just as well.

lb Were your parents artistic?

If No, but me Dad was pretty

musical, he played the
accordion which wasn't very
popular when we were kids,
but he brought us up on
Sinatra, Billie Holliday, Ella
Fitzgerald and stuff like that.

lb

So how did you feel when
you first got into print?

If Well um. . . I haven't been.
(much laughing)

lb

But you have self published
'Angles Told Me' .

If Yes, I actually done the chap

book and there was ' Poetry
on Paper'. I was quite
pleased to see myself in print
for the first time.

lb

So how did you get into the
writing world?

If You mean when did I first
start reading?

lb

Well it's a bit of a world
unto itself in a way. For me
it was like finding people,
and I didn't realise I was
looking till I found them.
They were poets and music1ans.

If Yeah, well there's not much

of that kind of thing in
Dandenong. What I basically
done was to go to Grub
Street Bookshop and I asked
(' cos I knew there was
poetry somewhere in
Fitzroy). I asked where there

0t\

were readings and they sent
me to the ' Perse' and I read
there a week after that. That
was about two months
before it finished.
lb

I t was a good venue, the one
organised by Louise Craig,
Ken Smeaton and
Whitefeather.

if Actually they were the first
poets I met and they were
very encouraging to me.

lb Yes, it was the bookshops

first for me too I found eric
beach and 7t0's work going
through poetry collections.
7t0's stuff is interesting for
the way he actually invents
language.

if Well I think that's what I

meant before, I think 7t0
does that, when he puts
Greek into English, like it's
got Greek rhythm and all
that.

lb One of the things I like

about his work is that you
actually have to say it aloud
to hit on the pattern and if
you're not prepared to do
that it's possible you'll miss
out.

If I also saw 7t0 on that video

(Call It Poetry Tonight) ;
they had a bit of an interview with him after, he read
from the ' Fitzroy Poems' and

o"c:5'

I thought, well that's what
poetry should be, it's about
real life.
lb

Do you enjoy live readings,
Lee?

if Yes, I do. I think I 've said

this to you before. Sometimes you think, why the
hell do we do it? Because
when I know I'm going to
read, I ' m a bundle of nerves,
until I do. When I'm reading
and I come down after, I
suppose it's like why do you
take a ride on the big
dipper? It's the same thing. I
was talking to Shelley about
it yesterday and somebody
said to me once before, with
that nervous thing, turn it
into energy and you know,
that's what happens. Sometimes after 2 or 3 poems I
settle into it and I feel like
reading. On the other hand
I have sometimes wondered
when my ten minutes would
be up.

lb So do you think you're a

different person when you
read?

if Umm, I think you're the

same person, just a different
part of you . I think you get
a bit more brave. When
you're actually reading you
get more uninhibited, before
and after you 're j ust the
same again.

lb So where do you see your

Others j ust kind of go with
the flow.

poetry going?

if Going?

if Yeah I think that's the only

way you can do it. I've heard
of people who have been
published in different
magazines and that's enough
for them to send off a
manuscript to a publisher.
And I'm sort of, fuck it, I'll
send it anyway. I don't think
there is any set way to go.
That's what I mean when I
say some people want to be
writers and some j ust are. I
think the best ones j ust are.

lb When I say that I mean,

this is an interview for
the magazine and there
might be people thinking
how do I get into this,
and I suppose I'm thinking
about it from the perspective of well, now you're
into this and your book's
coming out, do you see any
directions do you have any
plans?

if Um, no I don't actually 'cos

I'm a pretty vague sort of
bastard.When I started
reading it was more to
see. . .As I said, I saw this
poetry video and I thought,
I can do that, and I was
pleased with myself when I
found I could. I think you
set your goals as you go
along.The first thing was to
please myself. And I think in
the end, all through, that's
the person you've got to
please. I never thought I'd
ever have a book, and now
that I have or will have, it's
great. I think you j ust take it
as it comes. I think if you set
a path you're gonna go off it
anyway.

lb Some writers are very

conscious of plans and they
might see poetry as a career.

lb

I think about writers like
eric beach and he must have
millions of poems and his
second major book has j ust
come out.Although I know
he's put out heaps of great
chap books. And I think
what's wrong with this
country? I mean he gets
published in 'The Age'
occasionally and he turns up
in all the magazines and
yet . .. writers like Kerry
Scuffins too. I can't understand why people aren't
banging on their doors
saying 'what about a book?'
It doesn't work like that.

if I think if it was any other

country I don't know about
Australians and their artists.
Maybe in Europe it'd be a
bit more like that.Although
I don't really know eric that
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your being? In the way that
some people separate politics
or that being a writer is
separate?

well, I get the impression he
lacks the ambition too, that's
what I was talking about
before with writers.
lb

Sometimes people get
published or well known
because of their ambition
and drive, others get heard
of. . .

if I don't think you 're true to

either if you think like that.
Someone said to me once, a
real writer writes not
because they can but because they can't not.I think
it's like that. I t was Shelton
who said to me when I first
met him, Tm sorry son, the
news is bad - you're a poet.'
A great compliment coming
from someone like Shelley.
Once you do it, if I couldn't
write now it would be
suffocating. I t's that sort of
thing, expression. I don't
know why, it's maybe we've
got something to say that
other people might want to
hear. It might seem arrogant, it's back to that storytelling thing - spinning a
yarn so you 're trying to
meet people on their own
level instead of putting
yourself above them, that
can and does happen with
some people. W hen that
happens I think it's obvious
they're doing that to you.

if B y word of mouth and I

think that means more too. I
remember when I fir st
started getting involved with
other poets, and accepted as
a poet by people I respected
and that's all that really
matters to me.

lb

W riters talk about finding
their voice. Do you feel
comfortable about being a
poet?

if Oh yes, I feel within myself

I 'm a poet.W hen ordinary
people ask me what I do, I
say I' m unemployed. I don't
say I' m a poet, not to people
who have no interest in it at
all. You can be a bit pretentious in this area, if you 're
not in control of it. My son
was saying to me the other
day, it's your hobby (writing)
and I said it's not my hobby,
it's what I do. It's not j ust
what you do, it's what you
are.

lb

eo

So writing isn't a separate
part from any other part of

lb

And people do switch off, as
the audience, when they
can't share it, because they
feel removed or alienated
from the work. Then there
are people who read and
you feel like if you wanted

to respond you could
because that's how accessible
it is.

if

Yeah, it's arrogant. Freddie
Tiernan described it to me I
think best. He said when
you get up and read or
when you do it successfully,
is when you get up and with
the moment you start
reading, it's no longer your
poem, you give it to everyone in the room and if
you 're not willing to do that,
you're lost before you start. I
think the way he put it is
really the best way I've heard
it put. Freddie's a great
philosopher.

lb

!f Yeah, but there's nothing
rough about it, it's very
elegant.

lb

Freddie's got a style that I
think is very beautiful, it
gets me, it gets my attention.
I nearly want to say romantic, but it would not be r ight
to say. Some of your stuff
has that sort of appeal to me
too. It is poetic and located
in reality at the same time.

!f That's what I was getting at

before when I said it's from a
street level but it's put in a
higher form, which is like
almost saying it's romantic,
you know. It's like to use a
contradiction, it's like an
elegant street bum sort of
thing. I've said it of Shelton's
poetry, he sort of dances
with the language and he
delivers a subtle punch in
the mouth, if you can have
such a thing.

lb Yeah, I really like his work

too, his style, which leads
me to - Do you think that
your work is any particular
style?

if No, I don't actually.
lb Well, let me ask you this

then, do you see Shelton as
having a style you could
name or describe, or
Freddie?

Freddie and Shelton both
taught me, whatever you do,
you've got to get that feeling
down first and 'then you
gotta work on it.'

if It's very odd but I think

maybe both of them (I' m
influenced by both) - it's
basically street level and put
into a higher form of speech
which is poetry, but it
comes from the street level
first though.

And you can see that in
their work?

lb

'
I can see streams in peoples
work; where they are
similar, where they have
aspects of their work more
in common, and that feeling
([)"-

you're left with after their
poetry. Grant Caldwell takes
the ordinary event and
makes it special, the language is very accessible but
the poem stays with you and
you want to listen.

!f Exactly.
lb But he is a very different

poet from you and Freddie
and Shelton, but he is still
on that ' street' level.

!f It's a bit more gritty maybe.
It's hard to give terms and I
hate terms.Everyone says
we shouldn't or we're not
allowed to categorise stuff
anymore...

lb

It is useful in some way, a
framework . ..

!f Well, you have to.I don't
think you can get away from
it.
lb I suppose you either use the

language of the critics or
invent your own.But
getting back to the feeling
you are left with after a
poem. Some poems are
more narrative and reach a
kind of resolution and some
poems are more emotional
and don't necessarily reach
any conclusion.

!f I know exactly what you

mean, it's j ust getting it into
words.

lb Then there is Myron

Lysenko. W hen I think
about his work, he has
things in common with
Grant, in that he too takes
an everyday event and makes
it funny.Well there's no
humour in your poetry for
instance.

!f No, very little. I like the

humour in their work. I
think they are naturally
humorous, it's not a conscious thing again. I've heard
people go for the laugh, and
you think what are you a
poet or a comedian?

lb Mind you, sometimes I

think there's a very fine line.
I am thinking about Nolan
Tyrell now. Have you seen
him?

!f Yeah, but he's still a poet
isn't he?

lb Yeah, but I think there are

times when he borders on
comedy, but in a different
way to Myron. Myron has
an innocence and he uses
narrative quite a bit. With
Nolan I get the feeling he
knows his audience when he

writes his pieces and he is
eliciting responses from
them.

it wouldn't be right if there
was. I think you j ust are,
but you've gotta have it to
start with and then you've
gotta learn. The best way to
learn I think is from other
poets, rather than say,
workshopping stuff

!f In that way yeah, it is kind

of almost routine like. It's
the kind of poetry where if
it doesn't work it j ust doesn't
work completely. When it
does it's great.

lb

In that way I see Nolan
takes great risks, and although we all do, we do it
in less obvious ways.

lb You mean reading their

work?

!f Reading their work yeah,

hearing them and listening
and talking with them. The
more you get out and read
the more you talk to other
poets and you can only
learn.

OK then, what makes a
poet?

!f Well I don't think there's a

concrete answer to that and

A poet j ust is.
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Six Poem s

Unseen a fish jumps
Out of, into the water:
Threads the horizon.

Have you ever seen
A fish thrown back in the sea;
Our bed this winter.

No moon in the sky,
Trees string themselves in the dark
How brittle our song.

My cigarette smoke
spiralling after the train
her breath on the glass.

silent over head
now the wind has dropped the trees
back into the pond

a bird on the wire
peeling the skin off my song:
eyes not widening.

The Poets Breakfast

Myron edged towards the microphone.
The wear and tear of three days performing was starting to show.
Before him stood a table littered with poets and a hall full of empty.
He asked had anybody been to the a'capella concert the previous
night?
And wasn't the sound of voices singing truly beautiful?
And wasn't it frustrating poetic performance could never achieve
such splendour Prisoner as it is to the spoken word?
In their defence the poets replied with a smattering of half witty
remarks,
But they knew he was right.
Myron glanced at a borrowed watch, changed into his poet's voice
and began.
He performed poems of his mother;
A migrant women,
A woman of great strength and resolve, courage and love.
He spoke of her with tenderness and affection,
And when he had finished the poets and I applauded.
But, he said don't clap - these aren't clapping poems.
I clapped anyway - controlled on the outside, feverish on the inside.
On the inside I clapped so hard my hands hurt.
On the inside I wept.
Myron stepped from behind the microphone and made for the
lobby,
Behind him the poets rejoined their battle to tell the in-est joke.
I watched as he rolled a cigarette - and it occurred to me he was
wrong.
The spoken word doesn't hold poetry prisoner, it enriches it . . .
The sound of voices singing in harmony it is not - yet it is no less
beautiful.
This I know.
And if he would j ust stop and listen to himself,
Myron would know too.

Coming To The Very End
(For A nais Nin)

And passion
lies extinct
its past life
lava-sperm
upon a bottle,
long empty
but for the dregs
the face is
wax white
the flame lips
drawn in
the eyes
blown out.
The candle burns
so smoky now
in crater tears
of tallow,
its lover's wick
left limp.

Dri�wood

For years I have
collected this memory driftwood
of old lovers,
sanded off the rough edges
glossed the histories to make them
beautiful even when they
were hollow at the heart
Lately I have been leaving
them alone
Some sea-bitten bone
is smooth by itself
eroded to a kind of love
But there are still pieces
that jut up sharply in the sand
waiting to catch my fall
These days I skirt an arc
around the graveyard of
battle-scarred cocks and broken teeth,
having learned
some pain is inviolate. . .
There will never be
a wearing down.

The audience thanks Francheska
with wolf whistles and drunken slaps.
Note the blueness of a new bruise.
Someone slips a parting gift, a bill,
into the crotch of her pants.
A stand-up comic mounts the stage.
I n the dressing room Francheska removes her face:
tears off butterfly-kiss lashes,
burns the wig of her hair,
unscrews the nose,
scrapes free the eyelids, scoops out the balls,
twists off ears, snaps the gold rings,
unzips smudged lips,
bites the tongue clean,
spits it out,
smashes to powder white pearl teeth.
F rancheska puts all these articles, intact or otherwise,
into the bottom drawer marked
.
"
accessories "
and heads, soberly, for the bar.
She catches the tail end of a tits-and-arse joke.

Famous Reporter
Poems, short stories, haiku, storiettes
(short short stories), travel writing and
$5, to Walleah Press, PO Box 3 68,
Hobart, TAS 7002

news.

Hill
Do not ask. No, I do not know, with clarity, how I have come to
be here. In truth I must have crawled, for I cannot walk. There is
no reason, no cause as such to explain my presence. There is a
view. Or would be if only the trees, if that is what they are, had
been more considerately sculpted. Perhaps in the European or the
naive style. And a little breeze too which dances around the crown
of the hill, like some bounding pup returning to the source of
some interesting stink. Beneath my head a pillow of granite speck
led with mica; speckled so thoroughly like a, like a, come on
think skull - little else to do - speckled so densely like an anthol
ogy of flyshit. Yes!
I must have crawled to the top of the hill for the sake of the view.
The profit of scenery. No joy there now, I know it so well, but as
I'm here I may as well stay. To descend would be equally awful.
Insurmountable! No, I do not know what I am doing up here,
nor why I stay, yet here I am. This is not to say I am content.
Nor am I aware how long I 've been this bleached fixture in the
landscape. It must have been a while, for leaflitter and an accre
tion of mulch has blown against my side, settling, settling. Occa
sionally little creepycrawlies, mites and earwigs, the incurious ants
tickle against my skin, my nerves. This brings me some comfort as
the view has now ceased to provide. Also, at times, an animal of
some sort, warm and furry, perhaps it is a marsupial, comes with
its young to sniff and wonder at my rags. My upturned skyward
face.Yes the sky, the sky. The marsupial I shall call Mrs. Maywood,
after someone I once knew and know no longer. Its nostrils quiver
at the potential menace of my stillness. Some trap of simply being.
The sensation of its lips nibbling at my beard is also a ticklish one.
I realize now the animal, Mrs. Maywood, is a wallaby. Only once,
long ago, did I want to snatch at the joey and throttle it by the

neck. But I think my desire to do this emerged from somewhere
rather too close to the surface of a shallow personality, without
due consideration for ants, the burrowing larvae. Consider the
rights of the breeze. I wanted to kill it simply because it was young.
As you can imagine I am not a j olly individual. Why? What point?
Is the view jolly? On the surface it seems a nonsensical question,
but I am riddled with those.
Occasionally I sit up to determine if there has been any change,
any tinkering with the view. Rarely. If it is dark I lie back down.
I look for any changes in the pattern of the sky, any monkeying
with the stars. Clouds of pollen drift on the wind occasionally, or
perhaps they are actual clouds? Cirrus. The beards of fis h. On
raising my arm I see I am beginning to sprout little white tendrils
of roots from my flesh . My granite pillow begins to soften, erod
ing to the contours of my head. The wreckage of a tiny wren's
nest lies tangled in my beard. The eggs, when I discovered them,
I ate. There is no shortage of food or succour or sustenance on my
hill. I am in fact most comfortable. Possibly that was my original
reason for staying. What I can now no longer recall is whether,
originally, I came up here alone. Perhaps Mrs. Maywood accom
panied me? Or I her. No matter. Memory rots no faster than
fle sh.
Below in the valley I hear the bleating of lambs. People shout,
whistle, and batter their skulls against the naked wheelrims of
agricultural machinery. I assume they are the shouts and whistles
and batterings of people. A tractor is an agricultural machine. As is
a hoe. A scythe. When they remove their clothing they are not
happy. When they reclothe their skins, after abluting, or rutting,
the same . You can see how largely irrelevant happiness is on my
hill. Similarly unhappiness. My hill is neither satisfied nor other
wise. Perhaps resigned is the more acc urate geographical trait,
though still not quite right. Beneath my bones the hill hums.
Perhaps snores. Occasionally, after clouds accrue, there is the
strangeness of rain. Once snow.
It cannot be said that my being here is a choice I made myself or
was made on my behalf. Decision played no part. I am simply
here. I arrived. I stayed. I stay. Nor did old gullible God influence
anything much that I can tell. My selection of boulder? Hardly.
That was pure chance. After crawling ceased to amuse. In time
someone, some geologist perhaps, will come ask me what I am

doing here. I won't be able to answer. Maybe they will have food
like the last. Food, succour, sustenance. Not love. Perhaps they
will carry a garotte.
I hear the footsteps of my two marsupials returning. They stop
and listen to me. Smell me. They twitch. I watch them between
my eyelashes. The footthumps of the smaller are softer than those
of the larger. The mother leans over to nibble at my tufts of beard.
So gently, so gently I raise my fingers, my hand, my raw limb. She
does not scare. Beneath my arm are the black veins of leaves; also
slaters, a coiled centipede. I reach out my hand and touch her.
Stroke. Fur. She lets me reach with my fingers, part and probe
inside her pouch. It is warm within. A soft clink. There is some
thing metallic inside. I take it out and make examination. Hy
pothesize the words. It is a belt buckle, worn and smooth, like
some broken shell of the shore, an eroded stone. Also the shard of
a mirror. I pry open the mouth of the pouch and replace both
objects. My fingers trace the raised Braille of an old scar. The
mother marsupial hops away a small distance, stops, stares back at
my mound with something like a tear in her eye. The joey reluc
tantly follows, seeing something attractive in my company. I see
they do not truly resemble my recollection of Mrs. Maywood.
The view has not changed. There are not stars so it must yet be
day. I am not afraid. Lowering my arms my roots shall find new
routes. Is that humour? No. I do not know why I am here. Must
there be answers? Perhaps your curiosity, the tic in the canthus of
your eye, has not lead you this far, to the top of my hill. Words are
for the desperate, the eager.Perhaps you have not yet stalled at my
own dawn of resignation. The moment before descent. Perhaps
you still think that things must have reason. That cause must have
effect. That good or bad things happen, willed or not. Good or
bad, wet or dry. That somehow you have some control.
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; Peligro! Espanol en bruto
(no estar corregido)
Mi espaiiol es un robot
sin pilas, en las manos
de un bobo espastico
Mis palabras estan como muebles
puesto malemente en casa
(la silla encima de la mesa,
la cama en la puerta)
Mi vocabulario es un amibo
creciendo, tan lento,
invisible por los cientificos
Mi lengua es un palo despuntado
a la merced de detalle fino (o viceversa)
Da me un diccionario
y yo lo uso como un ladrillo
en contra de la lapida sepulcral
del lenguaje asesinado
por mi - j Miran !
Mi boligrafo esta goteando
con prueba directa
Mis frases estan minado
(jError! jMalentendido!)
y robado:
Yo soy un hombre sincere
Por supuesto no tengo dinero
En verdad juro que espero
nunca manejar un Pajero.
Disculpeme, espaiiol
Yo soy poeta con machete
perdido en un bosque encantado.

Danger! Spanish in the rough
(not to be corrected)

My Spanish is a robot
without batteries, in the hands
of a spastic simpleton
My words are like furniture
badly placed in the house
(the chair on top of the table,
the bed in the door)
My vocabulary is an amreba
growing, so slowly,
invisible to the scientists
My tongue is a blunt stick
at the mercy of fine detail (or viceversa)
Give me a dictionary
and I use it like a brick
against the headstone
of the language assassinated
by me - Look!
my pen is dripping
with evidence
My phrases are mined
(Error! Misunderstanding!)
and stolen:
I am a sincere man*
Of course I have no money
In truth I swear that I hope
never to drive a Pajero 0
Forgive me, Spanish
I am a poet with a machete
lost in an enchanted forest.

*
0

Opening line of the well known song Cuantanamera.
In A ustralia, the brand name of a car; in Latin America,
slangfor 'wanker'.

Seeing Elle Macpherson

After 1 8 hours of unsuccessful meditation
in one position (Western , The Traveller) ,
L.A. I nternational Airport is a polite giant
high security detention and transfer centre
and a relief
My face in the ladies' room mirror
is an aerial view
of a finely shattered desert
with small pink ranges
of incipient volcanic activity;
my hair is seaweed abandoned
on a rock;
my ankles could be hooked up
in a delicatessen window
I return to the transit lounge,
prop like another bag on the bench,
hear the Yo! of television
direct from the mouths of the natives . . .
At a nearby gate - flashbulbs,
the small, hushed super nova of fame
and all eyes prepare
to exact celebrity tax
It's Elle Macpherson
smiling from the chariot of her perfection
She draws nigh, somewhere
between too fast and too slow
between forced and natural radiance
between modesty and false modesty
between cool and c hill

She gets away with it
Luck is being born with the means of production
Capitalism is making it earn hair like one glossy animal,
the honeyed skin of her face
matching the honeyed skin of her neck
matching the honeyed skin of her hands
matching the honeyed skin of her ankles,
the cut of the cream j acket and matching
mid-calf pants hugging her
like beautiful insurance
Elle! Elle! I almost call,

I'm Australian too!

She sails past in a small cage
of recognition and freakdom, watched
by the life forms of a brutish planet
She carries nothing
Her companion pushes a luggage trolley
His grey suit exudes wealth,
extrudes a small grey skull
with thin, grey lips
She bends attentively to catch
their murmured comment
I find my planet again
in the humid industry of the ladies' room the hoarse moan of hand dryers
the universal ama:ba of wet tissues
the busy mirror of ordinary women
colouring-in the human

One More Night

Lonely on a staircase in a city on a blue lost coast,
Drunk and unsteady with the sound to remind of the past:
Feedback boys played with before their teting by journalists.
Faces and voices are shock in dimension pushed forward.
It could be March, it could be October.
She entertains a circle with lines from her deaths,
That's better than speaking the names of some men
And the new one's a bad one and what can be said for it.
Stories quicker than cigarettes, connections out of a maze.
And what's that stuff she puts through her hair?
On the second bottom step, head between knees, sooner than snap.
For the heroine, glasses of water, but aspirins:
"Why don't you walk off a cliff. . ."
Without coercion they could put her on a plane to London.
Cracked morning is a door ajar after seismic nightclubs.
She sprawls over the softness of hangover's cushions,
Dumped in a taxi on the wet streets home.

The Garden
Jaycob sat up in bed and rubbed his itchy eyes. I t always took
some time to focus, to pull the kaleidoscope of colours into real
ity. White. He stared in front of him at the drawn white curtains.
To his left lay a young man, dribbling like an old one.To his right
lay Christa. She was seventeen and watched the TV she had hired.
The nurse came down with her trolley full of drugs. Her old face
cracked with a smile. "Morning Time ! " she said, handing out the
wake -up pills. Jaycob swallowed and was helped out of bed and
down the corridor smelling oflemon.The nurse and Jaycob moved
out onto the open lawns of the hospital's grounds. "You've got
half an hour," she had told him, and Jaycob walked quickly down
the hill. He glanced back and saw her at the top, staring down at
him like an all seeing sentinel. He hid behind the trunk of a tree
and she disappeared.
His side of the gutter was lined with weeds and wild mushrooms.
Across the road lay the Royal Melbourne Golf Course. I t's gradual
slopes and moist lawn makes it considered one of the best in the
world. The smell of grass was strong and Jaycob lay down for
some rest.
In a tree above was a Kookaburra making calls. The bird fl e w up,
crossed over the course, to land on the gates of the train station.
The station has a heritage appeara nce. Green paint peels off the
weatherboard on the city side.The other platform is newer, two
cement pebbled shelters. A man and woman sit on the side going
to the city. Near the gates is an old brick building with the words
KIOSK just visible.
Behind the station a dirt road allows parking for the zoo. There
weren't many visitors that day. Probably because of the weather.
The sky was sunny, but then dark clouds would cover. Standing

over the zoo's brick walls are pine, gum, willow, oak and palm
trees . From the zoo's sick bay came the sound, of Gibbons, South
American monkeys with white hands. The couple both had the
flu and were screaming about it with voices like sirens .
A four wheel drive pulls up near the Admission sign . A father and
son get out.The boy is skinny, withered, with pimples and a seri
ous face. He has lines on his forehead. His father's face lacks lines,
it is puffy. The father pushes his golf bag at the son.The son drags
the bag of heavy clubs but can hardly see where he's going his sun
hat is pulled down so far. On the grass, he pulls up his hat and sees
light flicker and gleam of a club in the distance.The father looked
forward to taking his son out for a game of golf. He puts his
clammy hands on the boy's shoulder, "Now, we are going to play!"
The boy shudders.
Jaycob felt his energy come back. He looked up but all the birds
had flown to the zoo. As he walked towards it too, monkey sounds
grew loud. Like xylophones in an African drum beat. He stood
near the general admissions gate and the music changed. He could
hear carnival music. He didn't like it, it sounded drunken, like he
felt! Jaycob turned his wide eyes at the woman behind the glass
screen . " I n or out?" She was impatient.
The father tries to help his son make his first hole. It is only one
hundred metres away in a straight line. The boy adds more dis
tance. The father is getting more and more red in the face and
saying that he isn't trying. It is true, the boy isn't trying. It is cold
and his favourite CD is in the car. He wants to escape to the
private film clip in his mind. On the drive there the father turned
the music down because he wanted to talk.The boy thought they
had nothing in common. He decides it will be best if he j ust
follows his father round the course. "Well you're not going back
to the car! "
Jaycob sat on the station of the platform. He closed his eyes and
listened to the noises. So many animals in one spot. If they broke
free, the reptile enclosure would come out last, slithering down
the track. He remembered when his uncle used to take him to
play golf. He had respected him but now felt bitter towards him.
They stopped coming to visit, like his parents.
The father throws down the golf stick, splashes dirt on his white
trousers. He looks devastated. "Well I'll have to play by myself

then! It's not fair you know! "The son hurries back to the car and
puts the CD on. He rolls the seat back , takes off his runners, flicks
on the heating and put his feet up on the dash-board.
At the hospital, the man on duty heard the timer go off He checked
the outings book and saw that Jaycob was fifteen minutes late
back. He went out to the bus in the drive way and was a bit
annoyed because of the bad weather.Jaycob had been well be
haved in the past but was abusing his privileges since his visits
stopped. His parents said that it was too far to travel. He had been
trying to put them out of his mind. The nurse drove down to
wards the zoo.
He saw Jaycob sitting by the station gates in a lotus position. He
snuck up on Jaycob. The gates rang out, Jaycob opened his eyes.
The nurse locked his arms around Jaycob in a firm, but friendly
hold. "Got a bit lost?" The nurse's voice was calm and tranquil.
Jaycob smiled and let the nurse help him back to the bus.
A girl had dropped her chips near the zoo gate and seagulls were
squawking over them. The wind was getting colder and the sun
became completely covered as if it were night-time at lunch and
then becomes revealed again. The four-wheel drive parked next
to the hospital bus was blasting out dance music.
The boy in the front lay asleep to the repetitive drumming. His
head on the driver's seat and legs on the passenger's. His father
bangs loudly on the window, stamping his feet on the ground.
As the hospital bus began to pull out Jaycob looked back at the
family car, he wished that he was the boy asleep. He wished to
feel the natural state of tiredness again, not the drugged out murki
ness that weighted his eyelids. When the bus pulled in at the hos
pital Jaycob was asleep. Must have been all the fresh air!
Still, the son can't hear the father. The windows vibrate from the
music. A bit of dribble escapes the son's mouth and wets the fa
ther's driving seat. The father is trembling. The mobile phone is in
the car so can't call the RACV He picks up his golf stick, which
hasn't been much use so far, and walks to the rear of the vehicle.
He swings the stick smashing the back window. The glass ex
plodes everywhere and a piece hits the boy in the cheek. The
impact stings. "Shit Dad! " and he opens the car door.

Owl
Driving that night through the velvet dark,
Snow petals furring the air, villages
Candling from deep in the furrows of hills,
That moon shape ghosted from nowhere,
Loomed from the headlights and fastened,
Folded itself to a barn owl's face
A pale-carved turret of waiting;
Like an inquisitor come in the night
To listen for a sinner.
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In the Playground
I found
what I thought
was a love note
the kind kids
pass to each other in school
with just a few
heart felt words
and a dash of bravado
What it was
was an old betting ticket
The handwriting on the back
the lyrical names
of racehorses
I remembered my father
Realized it was a love note

Every night in the road
I wash my old red socks
which have now faded to
two different shades
of pink
as if they have
different stories to tell
of the same journey

I Hadn't Noticed It Before

I hadn't noticed it before
This dark spot
in the mirror
This reflected pain
This deeply shadowed
uncertainty
This crazy crow taking flight
This fully inked fear

I was sick of being clean,
sick of being on time for classes.
I freed myself of the blankets,
and winter fell on my head.
Was I a slob? a coward?
or simply a roofer attempting a gallopade
over slippery tiles?
I stood at the wash basin,
thinking if hearts were trumps
then I hadn't a heart.
I listened while Nora hummed
over the fry pan.
That's always the way with Nora.
She was preparing for another
difficult breakfast,
a study in terminal cheer.

Someone Else
I took a seat without comment
at the end of the boat
where Ray had pointed with his finger.
He coiled up the rope a bit,
tossed it aboard,
and stepped in after.
Then he pushed off with one of the oars,
and soon we were floating freely
away from the reeds.
I t was one of those close summer days,
all sunshine and little air.
The fla shing sparks off the water
made my eyes sore
even after I adjusted the brim
of my floppy straw hat.
The lake was as quiet as linen
draping a corpse,
but mostly I was aware
of its sickening stench.
Someone else at my end of the boat
might have thought Ray a hero,
noting the ripple in his muscles
as he worked the oars.
Someone else might have been awed
by the mountain seemingly balanced
at the mouth of the cove
and by the indefinable
psychic union
that made up the horizon.
But that someone else,
whoever she might have been,
wasn't sitting where I was
at four o'clock in the August
of her thirtieth year,
hearing the steady rhythm
of Ray's deep breaths
and watching the steady slosh
of water at the bottom of the boat.

Decide on extravagance.
Cast the I Ching and do the opposite
of what it advises. Ask you rself:
how would Dorothy Hewett behave in this situation?
Contemplate long white hair.
Rush out to buy henna.
Apply it whilst weaving a tangential web.
Begin with vitamin B 5
and end up with Lizzie Siddal in her grave,
hair still red as a stop sign.
Remember he sent you a postcard of 'Beata Beatrix'
from the Tate. Dream of hanging
on an art gallery wall, naked,
by your first vertebrae. Wake up
& decide that being a muse has its own problems.
Decide they are less familiar problems
and therefore more interesting.
Find a letter on the piano, and open it.
Discover he has a publicist and an accountant.
I mmediately divide your mind into two parts,
With the left hemisphere, commit
to writing a novel & getting your own publicist.
With the right hemisphere, decide to marry him.
Book a ticket to Melbourne. Spill
coins on the counter & see that they spell out:
DANGER.
" You will find yourself in an abyss"
Hurl yourself in. Try not to worry
Tell yourself: if it doesn't work out,
I can always rewrite this poem.

Dangerous Goods
for Melissa

Miranda tells me that things
had become too herbal
too much dandelion coffee
too many early nights of
barley stew, simmering
on the stove, stirred gently
with a wooden spoon
and buckwheat bread
we had become so wholesome
And I agree with Miranda,
telling her that I'm drawn
to acid jazz, dark smoky bars
dancing, gyrating hips
We have left our lovers
long time
too much time
spent in talking
wanting fire
and finding warmth
Miranda dyes her hair copper
and writes love letters, burnt at
the edges, like fingertips, singed
when striking red heads
Before each letter of passion,
Miranda asks herself:
what would Dorothy Hewett
do in this situation ?

She decides that Dorothy would
send the smouldering letters
bundled up and labelled
flammable goods
I decide that
eight years is
a long time
to want somebody,
Dorothy would certainly
not wait,
enduring adrenalin
building up in her body
to the point where
if is uncontrollable
shaking at the knees
up and between the thighs
so hot and flushed
so cold, chattering teeth
And nothing calms me
more, than writing a letter
containing the poetry
of desire
This stillness is temporary
it does not last
I have started to sweat
wondering whether the letter
will be received with hot hands
(my feet are cold)
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Crossing the Border

The seeds broke through the mangoes like white bone shining
through flesh.All that remained when they had finished were the
oblong pips covered in fibrous tufts of gold. Juice dripped off
their chins and stuck their fingers together.They threw the pips in
the bin and washed their hands at the basin in the public toilet
block.Behind one of the doors someone had written: " God loves
all sinners, even you."
" It gives you confidence, doesn't it?" she said.
" It makes me realise we're in Queensland," Letitia replied.
They drove through a night thick and sticky as molasses dripping
off a spoon. From the road she could see islands of light, and
silhouettes talking or preparing food.
" In dreams I walk with you," sang Roy Orbison "in dreams I talk
to you."
"What time do you think we'll be there?"
"Mid-morning, probably. I told Len we'd be there for lunch."
She glanced across at the hands gripping the wheel and saw the
hairs on the sinewy arms were beginning to sprout black. In a few
days Letitia would take out the peroxide and go through the ritual
she had been performing every summer since she was fourteen.
The peroxide made her skin redden and flake off but she kept it
on till the hair shone like burnished copper.
" I don't know why you bother."
"Huh?" Letitia's brows drew together momentarily before her
gaze returned to the moon-slicked road. " If it bothers you so
much find yourself a nice blue-eyed WASP .. . like the one be
fore me."
"Kathy was a bottle blonde too, actually, but she used it on her
head, not her arms."

"Different place, same principle."
"She'd been brought up on re-runs of Marilyn Monroe movies,
was hooked on the idea that blondes have more fun."
" I wouldn't know."
She dozed intermittently. Once she dreamt she was lying under a
canopy of trees with broad, flat leaves. They began to press down,
coming closer and closer, until she could put her hand through
the thick, dark foliage. When she woke the radio was hissing static
and the sky was changing to the cold steel blue of dawn. They ate
breakfast at a truckie's cafe on the outskirts of another non-descript
town. She sat at the table watching the men who did the long
haul from Sydney to Brisbane talk and joke among themselves.
Most of them were red-eyed and bristle-chinned and they all wore
singlets, shorts and either thongs or heavy work boots. One had
the back view of a naked woman tattooed the length of one arm
in swirls of red and blue.
"Do you reckon they ever do it with each other?"
" If they did, I think they'd keep it pretty quiet."
" I t would be the perfect cover, though, wouldn't it? All those
blokes on the road, with the little woman and kids safely at home."
Their grins meshed for a moment. She dipped her finger into the
slops caused by the waitress banging down the saucers on the
table. A pity to waste two years of art school. A stem. What's the
middle bit, the part around which the petals cluster. Stamen? Pet
als? She drew the petals. She loves me, she loves me not. She
grinned again. Nothing like doing things in reverse.
As they pushed in their chairs to leave, one of the truckies called
after them.
" Hey girls, which one of you pretends to be the man?"
"You do," she threw over her shoulder.
The door slammed shut on his mate's roars of laughter.
The two old men came out to watch her back the station wagon
up the driveway.
"You be careful of my gate post, girlie! "
" Sure, sure."
She kissed Len, noticing the new lines on his face, and then shook
Francis' hand. Letitia stood awkwardly behind her, like a dancer

caught off balance mid-step. She moved to shake Len's hand but
he caught her up and hugged her instead.
"You 're early, dad. We weren 't expecting you for another hour."
" I drove like a fiend. just to see you, Len."
The walls inside the house were still pale and smooth as eggshells.
She noticed the white marble ' David' in its customary place next
to the television and also noticed that it no longer made her cringe.
Overhead the fans whirred softly against the heat.
"We'll leave you girls to get tidied up. Lunch'll be in about an
hour," Len said.
She ran the shower and stood under the jet of water while she
watched the smoke from Letitia's cigarette make a thin, blue col
umn in the direction of the ceiling.
"Didn't you see him much when you were a kid?"
"What do you think? My family were at one end of the continent
and he was at the other. He came down to visit once, when I was
about five but he was by himself, of course. That must have been
before he met Francis."
"Didn't he get on with your father?"
She paused, balanced on one foot, working the towel back and
forth until the blood rose to her skin.
"It wasn't that . . . they didn't dislike each other . . . they were just
different, that's all."
"Still seems weird, only seeing each other once in thirty years."
"We're not all as tribal as you Calabrians."
"There's advantages in being tribal."
"Yes. Like having plates thrown at you."
In the afternoon habit tangled them together under the fans and
she woke to find strands of fine, black hair lying across her face.
She heard the distant heartbeat and imagined the cells, unseen
citizens of another country, going about their business, like well
ordered clerks entering tall, city buildings. The four of them ate
dinner, fish and a platter piled with big, roughly chopped c ubes of
melon and pawpaw. The news was full of the Bjelke-Petersen trial
and was followed by a current affairs segment about his political
career and his contribution to Queensland life.
"Bastard," muttered her uncle, next to her. They sat out on the
verandah and watched the great slabs of pink and gold give way to
ebbing grey light. On her way inside she passed the master bed
room, paused in front of the smooth-covered bed, vast as an un
discovered continent in its solitary pool of light.

She slept fitfully but woke to a sky blue as an unbroken promise.
In the kitchen Len and Francis clattered dishes and cleaned, mov
ing with the measured stiffness of old, fit men. She picked up a
tea-towel but subsided into a chair when Len held up his hand.
"We thought we'd take a picnic to the beach, you know,just lie in
the sun for a while."
"Suits me."
She watched them as they skirted each other deftly, stacking plates
and bowls into a ceramic pyramid. They took c heese and lettuce
and tomatoes from the fridge and began to prepare lunch. Len
sliced the new loaf, the pieces fell symmetrically, all the same
thickness.
"Your dad and I used to do this all the time when we were young."
"Did you?" She tried to imagine Jeff cutting sandwiches but her
knowledge of him wouldn't translate the image. "You must have
had to lasso him first."
Her uncle made a sound like water trickling out of a rusty pipe.
"Neither of us had much choice. Our sisters had both married by
then. Jeff and I used to go sailing a lot, before he married Dorothy
and I . . ." His voice trailed off. " . . . came up here," she finished
for him.
They piled into the station wagon and followed the other cars
moving in a tide toward the beach. She watched the kids, grin
ning as they waved or poked out their tongu es, noses pressed against
the glass of their parents' rear windows. Every milk-bar they passed
bore the same legend: Joh Jury Deciding.
By the time they arrived the beach was clogged with people.They
found a place against the bluestone wall which demarcated sand
from grass and she pushed the Esky belonging to the people sit
ting next door a few surreptitious inches away with her toe. Len
opened a striped canvas deckchair and sat back, hat sliding over
his eyes. She couldn't see his face any more,just limbs and a torso
covered with grizzled hair.
" Come for a walk, Len." Letitia was pulling a wide straw hat onto
hair still wet from the shower.
" Not me, love, gotta look after this." He patted his naked paunch
complacently. Lizard-like, she lay on the sand, and watched Francis
and Letitia until their fi gu res dwindled into black specks which
she couldn't tell apart. She felt the heat seep through the thin
towel, burning her legs. All around her were the sound of families
at play, mothers scolding children and children eating too much

sweet, sticky food. Couples rubbed suntan oil over each other and
adolescent boys chased shrieking girls into the water.She watched
them all, trying to guess their secrets, the dark currents which
flowed silently beneath the surface of their lives. She remembered
the expression on Letitia's father's face the night he hurled the
shard of crockery at her. Yes, she thought, he meant to kill me
then. She tried to imagine the rage, the monumental pride, but
the heavy sun drugged her and dragged her down, obliterating
memory.
"]esus.I "
She woke to Len's muffled oath and watched, thick-eyed, as he
clambered to his feet and began to run towards the two figu res
crouched at the water's edge. His arms splayed out from his sides
as he lumbered stubbornly on, like a boy in a schoolyard who
persists in following a group of kids who don't want to play with
him. He slowed to a stop in front of Francis, began to reach out
for him but then suddenly jerked back, as though someone had
tugged on the end of an invisible string. He stood there for a
moment, just looking at the other man, and something passed
between them, an acknowledgment of some ancient and unwrit
ten rule. Awkward-jointed as a puppet, Len reached over and pat
ted him on the shoulder. It was Letitia who helped Francis to his
feet and who supported his weight as they both came slowly to
wards her over the sand. Len didn't move, just stood looking out
at the pale, rippling water, face expressionless until he turned to
follow.
"He slipped," said Letitia, wadding up a towel and dabbing at
blood oozing viscous as sap from the wound on Francis' knee. " It
needs . . ."
" I know what he needs, girlie," said Len harshly, pushing in the
tubular legs of the deckchair. "Come on, let's get going. Plenty of
stuff at home."
They folded up the rest of the gear and made their way back to
the car in silence. On the way home a news break announced that
the ex-premier had been acquitted.She looked at her uncle's face
and said nothing.
That night, wrapped around each other like two women drown
ing, they went down to the depths, came up holding each other,
hair streaming dense as seaweed, eyes calm with knowledge and
certainty. In the morning they spread the map over the breakfast
table, added up the kilometres and wondered whether the car
would make it. She tried to visualise the dots and disjointed lines

as roads and railway tracks and towns inhabited by flesh and blood
people. Absent mindedly she traced the hair-fine line on her cheek
bone and thought that the human body was a wonderful thing.
Outside the heat was closing in and some of the carefully tended
plants already drooped under the sun.
"Lovely to see you again, love," said Len."Give my regards to Jeff
and Dorothy."
" Will do. You should come down sometime."
"Yeah, well, maybe.. ." he said, looking over her shoulder at the
front fence. She kissed him and Francis surprised her by putting
his arms around her and giving her a hug.
" Be careful," he said, and his long, fine hands flecked with age
momentarily held her own.There was, suddenly, a look of utter
longing on his face; she turned away and muttered something
about how of course she would. As she swung the car out of the
driveway she caught sight of them in the rear-view mirror, stand
ing side by side in front of the neat, white house.
" If I venture into the slipstream / by the viaduct of your dream,"
sang Van Morrison from the tape deck. She sounded the horn
once and the car turned into the street, heading north.
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i often think
washing the dishes
i think often
about palestine i think
i often is
rael, pal i think
it's time
washing the dishes
i rail about
pals it's time i think
washing the dishes
wishing watching

i often think about palestine while washing the dishes

the windows i often
think about arabian
nights, a thousand and some
riots, the desert i think blood
from my window wire
i ask (barbed question) pill
boxes, pal is still
tanked, roaring i think
across the gaza, gazing often
out the window thinking
washing suds stones and
the occasional scud
i think often
about the strip gazing at
the film of
dirty washing
in De Mille
-iterized zone
often
out the window
stripped
of all but blood
and bones. thinking

Krakatoa
In 1 883, 5 cubic miles ef this island
was blown into the Sunda Straits
by an exploding volcano.
We were on deck steaming southward.
Krakatoa was to our starboard.
The volcano asleep, its throat plugged
by tonnes of once molten rock.
The sky was free of ash and smoke.
No trace of an echo could be heard
from the loudest eruption since records began.
The savagery of the sea was on hold.
Flying fish, their wing-shaped fins
like mica glittering in the setting sun,
fli tted like sparrows through the lazy swell
of the waves. Our hands were fixed
to the ship's guardrail by the sheer beauty
of the scene.
I think of it still, those afternoons
when shadows begin to fall against
my windowpane.When the darkness gathers round
and blots out the light. I remember then
the warmth and gentleness.The cradle rock
of the ship as we slept on deck, the sky
soft and bright.

This Country In My Hand
In each curled palm is a fleshy
river. When you unwind fingers,
swimmers with blue and white caps
strong men, strong women:
the little gods of high tide.
Foam sits in lungs like pale opals.
You may wait an hour or two
centuries to cough up bloody
diamonds, then have your
first meal of stars in weeks.
I am a country of blunt-nosed roses
that rake the earth in search of
missing body parts. Of wattle
that feeds on concrete and tin
where the sunlight rattles.
Of warm coastal shelves crying
their way back to bed, nuzzling
brown elbows mistaken for houses.
Here are the bones of the dead
and the living. I will ask
the crow to teach me the difference.
Someone left maps in the classroom
and gave fathers names like governor,
grazier, and for women the choice
was whore or Mary.

oJO

The ancestors hate me, whoever
they are. The cupboards are bro ken
floorboards pulled like old teeth
paint p eeled like skin and a corner
of me loves the stupid derelict
whose only sec ret is a room
of darkness. Down the street houses
are ablaze - ornamental star lamps
the neighbours shipped in before
they became extinct. I have a heart
like a dinosaur wandering TV screens
in thick-skinned denial of death.
When the loving box shuts its big eye herds
of us will fall like thunder.
Our feet will be memorials for audienc es
across a nation . But I don't bring
death wishes. I bring fresh flowers
four weeks old, a snake
who gave birth to an ageing rock
a cockatoo who will not scream
They are gifts.
Cautiously, I arrange them where land
is broken into bits of blue-green water.
I will leave them in your conflict and
wait for you to wash them to nothing.
If ever I return, I promise to polish
time's black art with spittle and list
the ten colours of air on my ski n ,
then say t h e first p rayer for the country
I am left holding in my hand.

casual sex

when you were naked in front of me
at last
at long, long last I strangely felt nothing,
almost cried
and dug anonymously into your thigh:
ashamed,
I closed my eyes awhile
then headed for anywhere
but there with you uncomfortable and dissolved
like substitute for sugar
in weak tea

pu rp le

I am boarded in on all sides by my future past, my family
and the disgraceful slide show
of our
lives

grumpy breakfast
i'd just dropped a thousand
at blackjack
but some how i was very calm
awake in bed
watching the time move digitally
i felt aware, confident
nothing seemed beyond me
i had brainwave after brainwave
but one really struck a chord like a hangman 's blindfold being lifted,
i found i could now make sense
of the machinations of relating:
the world of approach, enqui ry,
acceptance of reproach
or anticipation in agreement i had a grasp - AT FUCKING LAST! !!
i slept well
but to tell a truth
awoke unsound
maybe my head was swollen
with this new knowledge
i undid the bandages
and looked at the wound the phone rang
i answered
a young woman's voice asked for Gary
there is no Gary where i live
but instead of telling her this
i tested my new found knowledge
i said something about her voice
and a drink
like in the movies i looked at the receiver
after the loud click
and laughed,
saw my head was a small pea
headed out the door
my hat hanging over my eyes
i could do nothing
but
look at the ground

Emily
sand between
our toes, a sweep
of blue your eyes
as 1ns open qmvermg
from sleep to wrap
& hold these early days
in an eiderdown of arms
around your growing form

Show Off
the sun has done
its dash, sliced
a toe on the venetians
o big orange disappearing
trick, fla t on your back
down for the count

leaves

each drop of rain
these steps through your eyes
a patchwork of moon on your belly

Crouching down on my knees
the wind's fi n gers caress
my untied hair
and I am as light
as the air in my nostrils
looking
over distant, shadowed hills
smiling with cracked lips
wiping away sweat
and
I cannot stop my muscles trembling
the knowledge of mysterious excitement
brightening eyes
that are an eager owl for food
the grass is elastic
where I tread and bounces back
like rubber
further into the not too distant
distance
I shut my eyes
and hear the 'slam'
as my lids close pushing tears
bleeding down in streams
listening to the 'thud' of my
scrambling banana-peel-slippery feet
going everywhere
and going nowhere
as I open my arms
feet slashing the groundless space
the ground is waving good-bye
below me
and I am flying

'O0

Rain On My Parade
There are trees outside
beautiful trees
with the wind in their hair
and turning the sky's pages
fine cotton-woolled pages
and flocculent words
mould the toothless fiend
who dribbles woolly white but as I watch,
like sickness the clouds turn grey
and swallow up my pictures
its stomach growls like thunder
vomiting up their memories
with the falling rain.
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Evergreen
The tree was huge and grey and seemed to hold up the sky. Its
b ranches sprawled past the classroom toward the pale sun that
waited somewhere behind watery clouds.A guardian.
The dreamer owned another tree, growing inside her. Small
Straight. Silver.
The teacher was late, always late. She hurried. The tree offered
p rotection but she was blind to it. Words repeated themselves,
doctrine, revolving in her mind. Good Teacher. I am a good teacher. I
am.
She knew the class would be waiting. Noisy, loud, accusing. Like
so many other days. And that word on the blackboard. Damn
them, all of them. I t was six years ago. She hadn't meant to.
The dreamer sat in the third row. The boy sat behind her. He
looked for friends but remained alone. Proud, cold. Closed.

Hotdog.
" Rub it off. Somebody rub it off."
He watched her react. He looked at the others but they didn't
care. He drew lines on his page. Like the ones in his head. Straight.
Black. Heavy.
The teacher stood shaking in front of the class. Words clanged in
her throat. Heavy wooden blocks.
".. . families. Family trees.You've got half an hour. Get to work."

The boy looked at his page.At the teacher. Out of the window.
He was lost. The twisting branches frightened him.
Spring whispered inside the dreamer. New silver leaves shimmered
quietly. It would be a long spring, leading to a brief summer, or
maybe winter. It didn't matter.
The teacher wanted to scream. Uncompromising green walls sti
fled her. She yelled at them.
"Be quiet, all of you. Do some work. Be quiet."
She spoke to the boy but his eyes, his knowledge mocked her.
Dead dog, six years, hot car. Respect lost with it. Carelessness.
They would never forget. Invisible words on the blackboard.
Tree roots moved fluidly through rich soil. A compost heap of
decaying dreams, memories. Brown ridges scarred a pale trunk.
So many storms.
Five minutes. Five minutes left. The boy drew his diagram. Small,
depleted. A victory. He watched the others talking but they would
not look at him.
The teacher struggled, marking the assignments of another class.
Give them 'A '.5, all of them. Good teachers do that.She asked the boy
to collect the diagrams.She asked him again.
She stared at the dreamer's tree. He wanted to shout, to tell them.
This isn't a family tree. He saw frail branches captured fleetingly
by a fast moving pencil. It breathed. It lived. It sang. He did not
say anything.
The boy - the tree. He could see.The dreamer recoiled violently.
Silken limbs broke and fell, crashing. She made her eyes a wall.
The teacher had to speak again. Splinters tore the roof of her
mouth.
"We have now finished our unit on families and will move on to
discussing issues relating to friendship.. ."
The dreamer dreamed, breathing quickly. Replacing lost branches.
The boy drew her tree in his mind.

The teacher was drowning.
" . . . kinds of friends. Best friends, close friends. Some people p re
fer many friends, or acquaintances . .. or. . . or. .."
Acquaintances. They don't hurt.
The bell rang. The class left. A reprieve.
The dreamer spoke to her.
"About my tree..." Eyes a wall.
" I was a little disappointed, actually." Forgotten leaves had wa
vered. Green then red.
"I didn't mean to."
"You don't need to make up excuses. Just try harder tomorrow."
She staggered back to the staff-room, bent under the weight of
school books and something else. I am a good teacher. A good teacher.
Another needle fell from her pine tree in an Autumn that would
last forever.
The boy walked home alone but it did not matter. A small, hard
acorn was beginning to open, slowly, shyly.
And the tree, now golden, cradling the mind of a dreamer. Its
leaves glinted suddenly like tumbling coins and its strong, dark
shadow spanned the courtyard.
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Mischief-Birds
"The rooster of lust, the peacock ef wanting
to be famous, the crow of ownership, and the duck
of urgency, kill them and revive them
in another form, changed and harmless. "
Rumi

On death row - or visiting a skyscraper there will always be one whose poems
are so uninvolved that you can see them
standing; who is so looked at for line that
he or she has begun to break . . . and the
furious pace that urges you forward - to
feel your neck in the noose, to rest your
eyes on that view - always arrives too late.
Two blue parallel lines are already seen on
the underside of the tongue of the corpse
and the city has spread itself many times
malignantly to the horizon. The highway
is impassible, so you book a sleeping berth
on a continental train: you have no purpose;
nobody sees you board; it is agency that
renders us visible; and so you embark on
a dream of a j ourney; a journey that is blue
or purple of some kind; a journey that is in
the night; a spree, a grant, a tiger - it lies in
wait.

There seven other sleepers on the
railway of light - no, only six, you are the
seventh! And they burn, each, with their
own little light, have cheeks bulging with
the unsaid, popped in their mouths like big
soft flowers - sweet alyssum, buttercup and
the Christmas rose - they sleep sometimes
for twenty hours without stopping, they know
the dream is the endlessly changing one but
even one hundred and ninety million years
along the j aw has done little to prevent
recognition. They will be on their hind legs and
have no hair where none is meant to be truly they will be able to provide decent
conversation. Out the window, one points, is
a lake that comes and goes, but unconnected
to the weather, and across the world is
another lake which appears when this one
disappears and disappears when this one here
appears.
As inexplicable an event you have never
heard - a pogrom of transition - but it becomes
unframed by the window before belief can
settle anywhere. Like something you don't
know you have lost, you realize that you
missed the train. Yes, really, you arrived at
the station ten minutes after the train pulled
away from the platform and seeing your arm
up the station-master said: You are a person
who will never fulfil their destiny, the first ever
impossibility, because your destiny is yourself.
You bought a ticket to a kingdom with no
freedom; a destination full of those unaware
that they can live for free. And you may as
well go by ship because up the rails a bit
they're blasting the lines, two workers have
already returned without their hands - they
also have lost heart - and apparently all
communication has collapsed in that deep
place.

His chest. Heaved. His heart had left his
chest and as soon as the skin gets stretched,
well then, the bucket's bigger and there's more
you 'll have to fetch to fill full, water to wet the
rock. It took so many bucket-loads to fill the spaces
left for the oceans; and I feel very personally
about the oceans. I see the sea and I say
this is for me in a way nothing has ever been.
I feel the anchors in their thousands, thrown
down at intervals to the depths of my blood that is red, red as the knowledge of panic; torn
in every place by the mumbling words which
would tell me the colour of my blood - and I
rock on its surface, dread and listless, like a
ship whose passengers have all fallen over
board. And I went by ship, in the end, an
unlikely collaboration between truth and a big
blue sky with the stars coming out at intervals
insisting on assassinating the night. And upon
navigation .
And glancing back you see a star brighter
than any you have seen before and are
grateful for at least a life where you can
recognize the tragedy. Take pleasure in
resistance! Revel in the simultaneity of
beauty and turmoil! And when the vessel
hits a rock be grateful that in this one it is
only the ship that gets battered! Sink with it
to a resting place among the rocks. Find in your
hair a small severed hand, bloody and
clutching. See the man who had been a
murderous boy hanging from a low, thick and
grotesquely distorted tree. Bruised from
walking, be a pedestrian of the sea. Let your
art flow from your best intentions - you
cannot reveal the truth, but only create it: you
will never sculpt in water! I t runs if not
contained, can ever change, is everchanging, makes you bleed till all the blood's
gone.

Sea-sickness?! Well then, a good reason to
fly. To fin d out what time evening begins and
to sit in an airport at dusk, full of resentment
and remembrance of a girl who was chasing
love ; like a patient remembering the first stages
of his illness you are full of lust, of lust, of
lust . . . if she was here you would bite off her
kiss leaving a hole in her cheek and kissless
with your itchy lips you 'd laugh . . . . But she
wouldn't. She, in her sheath of skin which
encases the whole of her fruit body, is some
thing additional to your appetite. The position
of her seeds is very well known - she will not
board the plane, but must live very close to
the ground in an inhabitable desire; needs to
run. She grows slowly uglier dancing to the
rhythm of an old song: Baby, you wore nice
clothes I And laughed I Led them all into
snares I Now you 're giving birth I To sweet soft
pears
. . . we've gathered you up / Don't
imagine you imagine I A nything at
all Isn't it gory: people like to think they
can think, says the flight steward, and
you 're a poet. Would you like some juice?
And you say, No! Some whiskey, this is a
plane not a wagon, and after three you're
standing in somebody else's aisle and
you're screaming, I want an historical sky;
a sky that knows me when I walk into it . . .
and p erhaps it would have been better to
walk for even poets who have won prizes
are not welcome drunk at 40 000 feet, and
when you begin reciting from work in
progress - somewhat blurred round the
edges, somewhat slurred and in wedges the word restraint is heard and someone
snic kers, It's as if temptation was compulsory
for these people and spits, Artists!
Exaggerators!

Bells so blue, it does become to describe,
a lie: at once to little and too much. So
which is really as it was - the truth, or the
expression? It is as if it was. Wanting to
believe in even Wonderland's Garden of
Live Flowers. I n the forest of amplification.
Leaps of faith - and of the imagination . . .
running and j umping finally you come to the
cliff where we stood looking out over the
edge of each other. Moving towards the
second shift in vertigo. Well, I think you
should jump because the cliff is still there.
One hundred years and nothing's changed,
the cliff is still here. The leaf of the tree is a
bird and when a leaf flutters down, the cat
pounces! We are right up high on the edge
of each other. As far from each other as the
length of our bowels, our small and large
intestines unravelled and laid flat along the
ground;
as far from each other as our
excitability from our hunger. We
have become hungry. And if you go
by foot will you walk as they do in
nightmares - wearing no clothes? The
Woman Who Wore Nothing. And will you
take the shortest and surest way to get
where you are going, only flaunting what
you can very easily prove? Are you ready
for what might happen? Disrepute? Facts?
That man you pass, he is not sitting, asleep,
on the riverbank. He drowned where we
swam, in the river full of missing persons.
His name is Henry. Their names are on a
list on a noticeboard in some sort of stinking
order - some rank. Relatives look for them
in their free time. But do not search for
sorrow for him.He incurred no liabilities;
he died too soon. And death is nothing
struggling.

Under his hat is a special sort of peace
and though you go up to him and say,
Please, Please, the words fall, tinkle,
tinkle, like small silver coins specially
minted, into the dead man's hat held out
and you are mistaken in thinking - your
thoughts of pleasing sadness - that it is
charity, but he will do nothing with them.
They are only words. To the next person
that passes you try this on: There are only
three things in this world to be happy Something to do; Something to hope for;
and Someone to love. But they have
almost two handfuls of pain . . . of snakes
and the same of flames, to lick the baby
awake. The mother and the father are like
dark and dry, chest and words; like the lake
they appear and disappear by turns. It would
be easier to write a crime sto ry with no
cnme.
A title: 'Still Life With Grapes' . A painting
or a tale made up of a number of small
things. The sound of a cat going fuff. A
chalice. A certain degree of congruence
in the interpretation. You are involved at
the very centre of the flower. You have
eaten these grapes - now green and now
purple and above the height of children's
hands, hung on a yellow wall but having
the dark green leaves I remember from
the vine. Not a natural thing. We are given
too many clues in this life and in my next
I am going to be unjudged. I will own the
biggest house and no-one will know it
is the biggest; I will drive the fastest car
and no-one will know how fast I go. All, I
am told, because in that life, I will be the
only person in it. . . no sharing of grief and
no borrowing of glory. I will live very
quietly.

There will be dead butterflies on the roads
while I , sitting in the long grass, am like a
foetus, uniquely situated.For each bug
killed I say, Not truer truths, more truths,
and keep saying it until I am surprised by a
phantom who asks why I am not on my
journey. I had to stop walking, I say, due to
a skin condition peculiar to the feet. (This is
before I notice that I have no feet - and that
the ghost is Horace's and holds the limbs of
the dismembered poet.) He waves my hand
at me and says, The movement of your hand
is alive. How can you say that it doesn't have
a life of its own. It is the very movement of
life. Now be on your way. But, I say, The hand
that once walked had no followers. The
people, he said, go where the hand goes. Find
something better to do with your time than
j udging in rigged competitions, something
respectable.
Without your limbs you are like a foetus
but the resemblance stops there. You
have become something changed and
harmless. In the womb you were as
dangerous as before you lost your legs and
arms. Rivers of faint candelabra grew under
your skin and you p ushed your way into this
world with hot contempt for the passage
already using words which were not literally
applicable until a much later time. You have
anticipated everything. . . but there exists a
mirror that no-one has ever passed and
emotions that don't feel the same as anything.
There is no flock; nobody mentioned nobility ;
and besides, no buses stop here. But, I said,
what is that noise? The wind, he said,
blows the sounds of the trains this way.
Trains didn't work for you though, did
they ? Tell you what, how about a
taxi?

He hails you one. You cannot talk to
the driver through a bullet-proof glass
screen and bird shit covers the windscreen
making it difficult to see out - The mischief
birds do! says the phantom before vanishing
forever. And you grow up and you get a j ob
and you have a family and still you don't
know where you are going . . . But it costs a
fortune - not the same one you found in a
treasure-chest at the bottom of the sea but one made of your sweat and your blood,
a very sticky, smelly, personal fortune of
which you count, every night, every cent,
every night after night. You would rather
count than sleep is your excuse for
exhaustion; for very little in the way of
libido; for swearing at anybody who comes
within five feet - or 1 .524 metres. If
someone calls you by your first name,
you scream
Give people their correct titles! You can yell
louder than anyone on the train, or the ship,
or the plane. You are more callous than a
conductor as you scream for a TICKET! Blue
turtle buses pack-travelling instead of not, or
lemmings perhaps forgetting solitude. If you
can get on - a part of conversation, a single
seat you' ll get, and perhaps a destination.
Over hills to blue seas, a happy hearth, a
frozen street of two. But here inside the bus will you be a map? Mystery? Rude sitter wide
from window to aisle? Your passenger bag
beside indifferent bottom, a comfortable head
abobbing away from cripples swinging from
overhead straps: kick their one leg from
under them as under the bus the road runs
harder even than your public transport heart.
There is no time to learn so I'll tell you: Do
not send a story out unless you know what it
means.

The Winter Dri�
". . . the truth is never ugly. "
- Eugene O'Neill

The drift of a solitary song,
down beat strum, mimics
the afternoon. A press of ice
arrives from the south:
mountains, snow.
A foreign dream disturbs
the battered palm trees on the ridge.
Guitars slink and weave
like stray cats that insinuate
through gaps in fences.
That �eek independence
borders on feral.
I scrounge
through cupboards.
Music makes me hungry,
or the cold snap: a shiver
of cymbals, cold steel warming
under hands and electricity,
hammer on, strike
and twist, like my sophistry.

The drifts in me, I can be as lonely
as I pretend not to be
when winter hits hard, fights
the passion of the blues it' 11 be a cold day in hell.
Bass thuds the coils
of the speakers, cheap boom box,
and no food in the kitchen.
The cats desert the street
and I have to go out hunting
as the ice comes, only illusions
to warm me. I t's the afternoon
of take away food, radio blues, and
another stray on the street.

Touch You There

The often mentioned thin line that
defines us flesh.
Differences between great passion
& silliness.
Love & delusion,
eccentricity/ neurosis it's
a matter of lighting
& in the end
who writes the summary
when the tides have exhausted themselves &
those alive stand
in St Kilda Beach
formaldehyde calm to
cautiously wet their toes.

L'Ode Of Rubbish
"In the Nineties it's not enough to be a success. . .
your best friend has to fail as well. " - Iforget.

Doesn't matter what you eat when
what you eat doesn't matter/
The Grapes of Sloth
squelch
is Sydney
a miraculous little club
disturbed by 90 suburbs.
I t rains only
at 3am
(you may
notice the discrete patter
on mediterranean tiles).
Come morning there's a blue that leaves your
dulux speechless, with
a sniffie you
shuffie down droving
road routes to
Bondi waves so tutored
they're permed.
Petrol & parfum
sunlamp / undamp
The bag lady
with
bags
of bags, the woman
from Melbourne
at Parvesi 's
talking " culture".
With only a second thought
I buy,
buy,
buy.

The Clit of The Matter
from the 'Be Genital With Me' series

It takes me a long time to understand things - so when I do it
feels like a revelation.
It was the last time we were to sleep together and we knew that.
We'd had sex the night before drunkenly, passionately ign oring
the facts.The morning fuck was to be expected.The whole good
bye time had been my idea, probably for some last ditch attempt
at getting him back.But that's not what I said. I said since we'd
been through so much together including lots of good sex it was
fitting our bodies got the last train leaving embrace. He agreed with caution.
He was sleepy or maybe not as interested as I was. You know, as
one guy told me, j ust because a fella has his morning erection,
doesn't mean he necessarily wants sex. Or maybe I was just para
noid because I was the one whose ego had copped the jilting. By
the time I was on top I had those words going through my head I
very rarely speak, " Give it to me, I want all of you, I 'm gonna eat
you up, I ' m gonna swallow you whole."Just the usual base phrases.
But this time they gathered an aggressive edge. I wanted with a
need that had a tinge of vengeance.I will take what I gave you
before I go.
He used to like me thrashing away on top but this time I didn't
care whether he did or not. I was grinding my cunt on his pubic
bone and his cock felt like it was knocking on the door to my
womb. I wanted to take him with me. I was lost in my own need.
The grinding got stronger rather than faster and a heat was filling
the pool between my hips. Then I felt almost sick. It growled

through my stomach till the howl left the cave. It rose in my
throat as the proverbial tide, surge of the sea, tidal wave. So cliches
can be real. They were based on actual events. Then the head
fountain while you're cross-eyed. It's quite a trick I just learned.
It's a bit of a Dear-Doctor really. I am 29 years old and the mother
of a seven year old. I 've always e nj oyed a healthy and exuberant
sex life and I orgasm regularly, however they don't seem like oth
ers' , especially men 's. It's not a clitoral orgasm, it's vaginal, it's like
a body shudder, clear and all over. I 've never before come from
my clit. Do you think it's because I never masturbated as a teen
ager like everyone else did and do?
What Doctor would say is not the point. The point is I didn't see
it as a possibility. Clear as.
I stretched back as a man, no need for an after sex cigarette, I was
chimney smokin'. I didn't need a cuddle, a kiss, three words strung
together. I t was as the most gallant of poets had said, "a fine, fine
day ", a day chalked up white as a goodie. I was and am satisfied
and smug. He was surprised. Pleased. Lost for words I guess. Maybe
he was mostly thinking, 'why'd it take this long?' After an interval
we resumed our lovemaking, well in for a penny in for a pound as
we all are, eh?
Onwards.
He left me and I was alone.
Basically.
'Shit. Was that a freak accident. So that was it. That was what
everybody had been talking about. Now how do it do it again?'
I began the first single life I 'd had since I lost my virginity. Good
ol' serial monogamy. I had some boys over. I dated. I had them in
the red room, the fantasy room, the loft nest, feathers flying from
the doona, winds through the window strong enough to spin you
topless. Ah the metaphor of it all!
But I was still talkin' about the big love an' I met a man who
wanted it too. We agreed - on many things. We began a love affair
with the idea. Every thing would be perfect.We would have words

together - often. We would talk sex into it. ? nto it. Out there.
_
He asked me about it. He asked me what pos1t10n I had been m.
He loved me, spoiled me, said it was my turn, I had a lot of catchin'
up to do. I said 'oh' . Then with much time given I said the oohs
and ahhs with a familiar drive. My brain muttered at my clit 'all
power to ya' . Finally, much to some physical discomfort on his
part, after me grinding and remembering and trying to keep in
the now and not try and all the rest, for what seemed like a really
long time. With lust for luck I did it again . Clever girl. Like a
parents call to their student kid, 'this could affect the rest of your
life.'
Really? Will there be many times?
There were many times. I remember the day I lost count. It was
number six. I was marvelling over how they were all different.
How they wouldn't let themselves be repeated exactly, either by
process, or result. Astounding.
Onwards ever onwards.
I stopped seeing him. I wasn't in love enough with him. My heart
was still full. The past was still new. I thought fuck it. I thought, if
I can't have who I want I'll do without and if I can't, I can .
I don't really know why I didn't masturbate when I was younger.
I wasn't religious. I had a fucked relationship with my father but
that's not uncommon. I just rolled around in sheets naked and
hugged myself and kissed a wall. I didn't think of doing anything
else. The enjoyment was for the touch and the fantasy of love.
This time it was for pleasure. My new trick. ' I wonder if I could
do it on my own?' I was in bed. With true Shakespearean ardour
I wanted my trick again.
I reached down my hand and took out a smile. Masturbation's an
in joke. Okay, so I allow-led my fingers to the place I thought I
could pin-point most the calling. My own fingers felt forei gn but
distracted by purpose. By rounding one into a coaxing position I
beckoned the smallest / largest sensory target on my body with
long ups and little downs. It became like a full-frontal rub against
a wall, like petting the she-cat, the woman with spine, straight
down the line, touch the tip - the fire burning stick. Pleasure's
like a drug, you're always unsure of how much you can handle.

My clit stretched from its place in the world, from under the
hood, like a mask slipping from, like clothes slipping from, like
Here I am in the long grass, Here I am.
You mean I actually could do this, there was a final outcome, a
last shout?
Oh resolutely my dear. . .
My finger ached and rhythm faltered. The heat reached full burn
and spread around my anus till licking round buttocks. The rush
ran riot an' over the line. My fingers fell to rest in my cunt which
throbbed every couple of moments while I lay in luck, wide-eyed
incredulous innocence.
How fucking amazing! You mean everybody can do this no mat
ter when,just because they happenta vaguely feel like it:
"Why not? I don't have to leave for another half hour - it'll give
me a buzz before I go like a herbal."
I walked down the street to pick my daughter up from school.
Everyone in the street was the same as me. I felt intimate and shy
with them.
Hey we're all gorgeous pleasure beggars.
Don't ever be afraid to ask for more.
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Anniversary

Perhaps you haven't understood my message.
I 've written it twice, once on paper
and once with my lips. Then I wrote it
on my skin, a tattooed woman
crushing a serpent with tiny inked feet.
And then I laid the table - fork on the left, knife
on the right, undid my hair by the fire
and waited for you again.
Nor does the fact I am reading the story backwards
wanting the details to be clear, make you older
or younger. Unlike dreams, you are turning left
or right or staying still. I t is not fashionable
to feel so happy after so many years
but in the fabulous world of feathers
you are the one who falls to earth most slowly
and accompanies me through the air.

Wilson's Promontory
The AFL grand final
blares among granite boulders held back
from the sea by lime-green logs strung like toothpicks
along the track to the bay.
The thorny ti tree is in flower
clematis hugs the hillside like a spring wedding
and when we walk through the banksia forest
my daughter says: write a poem
about this mum
this is really spooky
and because of her I see banksias
collecting moss between barren thighs
beneath which no ferns grow
even though honeysuckle birds
attack the fruit of the blossoms.
Far below the canopy
we are out of breath having walked to the beach
and back, a five kilometre trek.
Greg Williams wins the Norm Smith Medal
and B tells me that he couldn't sleep last night
and so before dawn walked to the bridge
at Tidal River to watch the tide change.
The clear water of the sea pushed
back the ti-tree stained upperlands - it was over
in a minute, he says. Fabulous.

Lightning Ridge
Shale heaps picked clean of opal chips.
Children pan for potch in an ocean of rubble.
Sprinklers create an oval of g reen
for the dogs. And the sun drinks colour from fences.
Like an emblem of the town's history
a shack made of beer bottles becomes a museum.
Easy to imagine someone down on his luck
slapping the cement on an empty.
And the wildest parties? You see them in those
parts of the walls which tilt like crazy talking
about the black opal flecked with blood that lies
in the earth, in the dregs, in the wattle.

Out of Body Experience
Last night I lay above myself in the dark
looking down upon a stranger beside him .
I n the moonlight she was that person I a m n o more
the one seen from far away who cannot be regained
or changed and whom the dawn will not unite.
The two women who lie awake beside him
cannot speak or touch each other.
One is made of earth and blood, the other
of wax and moon-frost, all the night between them
is past and future night
so that every thing I've done, every thing she watches
becomes a memory, now passing
as I sleep and wake outside her, inside myself
beside him.

Midnight

Two coffee cups, a table.
Pale tentacles of smoke.
The man says:
the best lyric poetry
is written post-coitally.
The woman says:
I 'm way past the beach mother.
I'm my own fishbone.
The man says:
your poetry's self-referential
have you been reading Ashberry or something?
The woman says:
I 've left a child on the table
beside the opal rings and glossary.
The man says: I can't believe
I have enough time to say
all I want to say.
The woman says:
touch me now with your mouth.

Milan
Milan ........... ...
Not a city,
but a man.
Milan ............. .
Not from Milan
but from Bosnia
Herzegovina.
Milan from Herzegovina is hurting
In his eyes he is crushed,
There's an excruciating tenderness
Just below the surface of aggression.
Milan the man is sitting in my English class
learning English verbs,
Far from the ruins of your triple story villa
overlooking the river where you swam
tanned and fit.
" I want my old life back," your daughter cries " I want my old life of four years ago.My beautiful,
beautiful life before the war! "
You have no energy to comfort her.
In class,
you watch for snipers underneath the desk
and you grip the pencil far too tightly when you write.
" Milan, please write your name on every sheet," I ask,
and you erupt in rage because I am the secret police
torturing you once more.

"Milan! Milan! Milan! Milan! MILAN!"
Your voice is mounting in volume and anger as you scribble
Until you reach a crescendo
Standing on your desk with arms outstretched,
yelling, MILAN!
And then you leave.
I am relieved.
There are softer moments too,
When you can forget,
When you laugh at a j oke,
When you make jokes yourself,
When you grin to reveal one side of your mouth
which is completely toothless The other teeth are gleaming white
and healthy.
As you laugh,
I start a note to tell you about free dental treatment,
But instead,
I find myself wondering . . . . .
Was each tooth worth a secret from the enemy?
Or the name of a friend?
Or did you lose them in a beating?
Yes, Milan,
Your are right.
Bosnia is here in this room.
I can hear the bombs exploding now.
Milena is away today; she telephoned this morning.
"Too sad, teacher, sorry, too sad to come to school.
My village was on the news last night,
and I ' m too sad."
Zdravko
from Sarejevo
sits silently in fear;
And Zorica
from Srebrenica
is again not here.
Zorica is pronounced 'Zoritza'
Srebrenica is pronounced 'Sebrenitza 1

Launderette Lady

Her hacking cough of
cigarette teasing sold its
instant respect symptom
openly.
She lifted the doubts of realizing
that faulty views of our
common reality can cloud the most
respected of drivers.
Instead of constantly hovering around
the bends of uprisings inside
the four walls,
let them have their herbal
tea alone
sitting dormant under burnt
fireplaces.
Her knotted fingers of wisdom
brushed my racing arm as
my forensic bloodstream pumped
savagely to her intuitive quotes.
Find time to control those ape -like

behaviours and close the doors
when they've been opened.
For the past only creeps its docile
lisps into a fervour
that needs paranoiac stances to
overcome.
Chopping the wood by the lake and
battling those beastly mosquitoes,
seem idyllic in their fancy.
Driving has become illusive,
as my throat becomes parched at
each automatic vehicle I stumble
upon.
I 'll hold those life-giving sticks
and juggle them in a
harmonic trance
until the beasts of
broken fingernails
stop gnawing
at my rotten wood.

Impotent

I 'm fifty four now
older than all the whores now
propping up the bar in my local
watching the fourth from Flemington
on Sky Channel
and sticking the periscope of my mind
up the barmaid's dress
a seven point stag I am
watching the young bucks strutting
enthroned on my barstool
holding out my hand to halt the incoming tide
of young shits
with bad attitudes and no respect
Yesterday I broke one of their noses
and left his teeth like crap die on the carpet
it made me feel good
- I still have teeth
We were immortal
once
we sneered at the slow crawl of time
screwed our way through Saturday nights

and made the galaxies cry great showers of stars
above our industrial prowling grounds
thumbed our noses
at the God of our fathers
stuck pins in the head of an angel
and laughed at the Sunday sheep
respect is born of fear you know
and we feared no man or god
But old tortoise time is a bastard
and caught me unawares
me and all me mates
the old wolves are mortgaged now
chewing cud on one third acre pastures
and I ' m alone at my stool
my hair is over the hill now
my hard line has gone soft
so I sink the pots to add to my own
and raise the glass, if nothing else
for beer has the only head
I can appreciate now

Flesh
How's my raven doll, little amber bud, deep in the sap of the
forest? Kick your webbed feet and swim, though the currents
swirl and bubble over hidden rocks and jagged necklaces of ice
totter and fall as we pass. Above us the trees bend silently, their
pine needles soft beneath my feet.A young plantation, ten years
from harvesting. Not you. Clawed devil, bender of heartstr ings,
nightlight. Flesh of my flesh, blood comrade, you trawl closer and
closer to land. Are you listening to me? Up in the trees our fr iends
sit and watch; the pygmy glider with its wings spread dark above
its tiny head; the powerful owl, all eyes and subterfuge while the
sun still hangs above the hills. Strange midwives, they have an
nounced the day of your coming. Like godparents they have
pledged their care, their wisdom. The art of the hunt. How to
swoop and seize and have no mercy. Will we linger? Or just walk
on, the track edging upwards now, the burble of the creek, the
bird calls r ickashaying among the saplings, the wind a melancholy
r iff from a drunken guitar.
Here the house imitates a picture book cottage; quaint pastel cur
tains, orderly rooms, the kitchen tap dripping its adagio against
the cast-iron sink. It will do. I drag a cane chair out onto the wide
verandah at the back and sit and watch the wind blow through the
garden. I drink herbal teas: peppermint, rosemary, lemon soother
and their tendrils of steam seal us in a fragrant cocoon.
In the mornings I take a spade and dig over the garden. Along the
fence I plant a passionfruit vine, up the side I bury bulbs, hoping
I have them the r ight way up, juggling their hoary knuckles be
fore my eyes and in the end j ust plain guessing.As I push the dirt
over them a worm slithers into my palm, its plump soft body

wriggling across my life line. It hesitates before my heart line that small obstacle - then moves on. I watch it slip into the gap
between my ring finger and little finger, slide down into the ground
and disappear. I cradle the soil in cupped hands: black dew, rich
tumescent earth. Sweat forms a damp lake under my arms, dark
ening my shirt, collecting around the elastic of my draw-string
trousers.When I have finished a whole row I lean back and survey
my work, imagining the root systems, as intricate as the plots of
detective novels I have taken to reading.
One afternoon a week I visit the book exchange in town, marvel
ling at the wall of crime fiction, wondering if murderers have
taken on the characteristics of amoeba, endlessly dividing and re
dividing into a host of murderous cells. I follow the hunches of
female detectives - Kinsey,V I. ,Verity and Phryne - perhaps I will
name you after one of them. Somehow their names are not bold
enough, not as sassy and impressive as they could be. The men's
names are better. I could you Alex Delaware or Matt Scudder or
Burke and know that you would slip easily into a trench coat and
strut down a dark alleyway without flinching or looking behind
you.
I choose five more books, hitting them against each other to loosen
the dust and fanning the pages in a casual check for tears or miss
ing sections. Once I reached the last few pages before discovering
their absence. I was so disappointed, desperate to have my deduc
tions validated. As I leave the shop I notice the CWA shock troops
bearing down on us, their umbrellas raised in combat readiness. I
cross the road to save you another sermon, pretending to study
the meat laid out in the butcher's window.The trays are surrounded
by plastic green fern, veins of white fat swirl through the chops, a
skewer sticks out of a spongy purple heart. At the top sits a mo
tionless flag: Lambs Fry $2. 99 a kilo. I don't even know if the
price is cheap anymore. I turn away, see myself open the freezer
and draw out a packet of fish fingers, brushing my fingertip along
the imitation breadcrumbs stretched over those neat white wedges
of boneless fish.
When I arrive home I shuffie through my records and slip a Suzi
Quatro LP onto the turntable. I push the lounge back against the
wall, turn the volume up and sing:
" Ride me, ride you
We do anything we want to do

Ride up, ride down
Let your motor make me heaven bound."
My hands move like pistons through the air, my head shakes, my
hips throw you forward as I rock around the room. I shout the
words, trying to drown out Suzi, not even caring if the neigh
bours ring the police and complain:
"You're my daytona demon
You 've my backed-up sense of freedom
You're my daytona demon, my machine."
When the song changes I grab the lamp and melt into a slow
waltz, smiling seductively at the fawn shade and gliding sensu
ously over the carpet. The cord jerks and spits as the plug pulls out
of the socket and I drop the lamp, chilled by the numbing fear of
an electric shock. I watch the lamp see-saw, then fall, the globe
crinkling on impact. I decide I must be more careful; who knows
how old the wiring is in this place?
I open the junk room and stare. The boxes rise to the ceiling,
sealed with thick black strips of masking tape. I hear the real estate
agent's rounded vowels: "Doctor Westaway planned to put his col
lection into storage, but time defeated him. He hopes you will
forgive his tardiness." A room of spare parts. Skeletons half-wired
together, bones joined in the wrong order, vital organs floating in
formaldehyde, a set of ribs like a golden bird's nest, an intestine
shaped like a topiarist's dream. I 've been reading too many scary
books, my imagination taking on the fertility of spring.
In winter when I arrived I saw hordes of young girls, their painted
eyelids garish under the coloured lights in the pub, their lips pursed
as they lined up the pool balls. Red stripe in corner pocket their
frowns said and they giggled and screamed whenever a ball dropped.
They observed my curving tummy and whispered, as if somehow
you are an accident I carelessly allowed. Now the chained wheels
and yellow lights have gone; the ski-lifts are motionless, like wire
waitresses who never arrive, never place their steaming trays of
food down on the table.
I leave the car at Thredbo and take the only lift still operating up
over the slopes of Crackenback. Glad of the boards that carry me
over the boggy ground I walk towards Seaman's Hut. Around me
is a vast tundra of windswept grass. The wildflowers are the only

crowds I see. Paper daisies, marsh marigolds, candle heath, mint
bush, billy buttons: I lower my nose into their smiling centres; I
pick small bouquets to brighten the house.They are some kin to
you, clinging for their very life to rocks, born after a long sleep. I
watch them spread their petals, impossibly white, little memorials
to one-night stands.My love, will your life be like mine? Will you
cordon off your mother with a rope that sags but holds tight.
By the time I reach the hut I am tired. A mirage, a trick of the
mind, such an unlikely location for shelter. Yet the rough stones,
the overhanging roof, the recessed windows are real: built to with
stand thousands of storms. Inside the atmosphere is musty, but
comforting. Bunk beds, a brick floor, wood stacked by the fire
place, animal droppings on the table. Bush rats, living off scraps,
impossible to dislodge. I take out my Violet Crumble and munch,
thumbing the guide book until I find Seaman's story. Caught by a
sudden blizzard on the summit, he followed the snow poles back
to the road. His friend skied down by a different route and in the
fog they failed to meet. But why did they separate? Why perish
alone? History resists clear explanations, a lost scarf and glove found
miles away, near Charlotte's Pass. You stir in my womb. Perhaps
you can hear Seaman's ghost calling for Hayes, his voice high
pitched and desperate as the sky darkens. Curling up in a ball,
slowly drifting off, buried in a cave of snow.
Back home I set the flowers in small vases; I make a cup of soup
and let the mug warm my hands. The rain comes down on the tin
roof in waves, a percussion of longing. For a moment I see your
father, drinking sangria in a tapas bar, a crimson line circling his
mouth like smudged lipstick.At the next table a man peels garlic
cloves and eats them raw, one by one.
I stand in the queue in the Social Security office. Above me, on
black metal supports is a television set, so high that no-one could
possibly reach it co change the channel. It's tuned to the American
news. A frowzy blonde with regular teeth, her smile expands to
fill the screen. Her maple syrup eyes and hush puppy laugh disgust
me, so I look away and edge forward in the queue. Behind me a
middle-aged man puffs on his cigarette, ignoring the No Smok
ing sign , blowing steely-blue rings across my head. I cough, then
turn and stare at him, and although he looks guilty he takes an
other drag and shrugs his shoulders.

At the counter I am treated like an unwanted immigrant. Do I
realise this is an area oflimited employment opportunities?Wouldn't
I be better off back in Sydney? Am I aware of the six week quali
fying period? You raise a small fist in protest; I am speechless. I
pick up the forms and shuffie past the crowded chairs, my head
lowered. I complete the endless questions and flop into the only
empty chair in the room. Next to me sits a young boy, his head
shaved, except for a few shoots of hair in the middle of his fore
head, like a tuft of couch grass missed by the lawn mower. The
blonde is still smiling. I christen her Snow White and hope she
will not have to wait long for the poison apple. Finally my name
is called.
My situation will be carefully considered. It might be possible to
reduce the waiting period, due to the extenuating circumstances.
He studies my face, searches for the pale remnant of a bruise, then
stares back at the forms. I watch him turn the pages. Of course, if
I am not satisfied I have the right to appeal. He will do what he
can for me. For a moment, he looks like he is going to ask me
out. I draw my lips together and return his gaze. He shuts the file.
We'll be in touch he says, as he slips my folder into a tray. As I
walk down the aisle your fingers unclasp and your palm rotates
slightly, as if to catch the fluorescent light.
At Jindabyne I swim laps in the pool, chlorine lodged in my nos
trils, the steam fogging up the windows. Freestyle one lap, breast
stroke the next, my arms cutting through bubbles of air, my frog
kick sliding through planes of water, my head turning and mouth
opening like a clown at a circus carnival. My droll imp, my bal
looning beauty, what sex are you? If you tu rn out to be hetero
sexual I will understand.
Outside I stare at the old photographs on display: brumbies can
tering across the alps; high collared women who would never
flinch before a snake; old drovers wrapped in oilskins, their stub
bled faces shy before the camera. When they rubbed green jelly
across my stomach and I saw your heartbeat blossom on the screen,
I knew we would be friends.
After swimming I visit the hospital: waxed linoleum floors, anti
septic air, nurses gossiping behind the desk. I answer the questions
calmly. Does my husband work for the Snowy Mountains Au
thority? Will he be arriving soon? As always the disapproval is
never stated, but the acid in their voices burns my ears. I watch

my answers hang before them and then spin , like red and yellow
ducks stretched across a pram. The matron's eyebrows are j oined,
lifting into distant hills, again and again. I restrain myself, for your
sake. My husband, the baby's father, ran off with another woman,
I say, watching the hills flatten i nto plains as her eyes squint. Her
head rolls like a somnambulant teddy bear; I follow her down the
corridor on a guided tour of the delivery theatre and nursery.
At the hardware store the manager calls me madam and hands me
a colour chart. He runs his plumb-line eyes over me, letting them
rest for a long time on my breasts. His intentions are beyond doubt.
I snatch the chart and slam the door as I leave. At home the phone
calls begin, peeping tom voices with the bustle and clink of the
pub in the background. I ring Telecom and request a silent number.
I sit in your room and flick through the catalogues, reading the
fanciful names aloud, letting them spill like confetti around me:
Mandalay, Rangoon and Brittany ; Preying Mantis, Lone Ranger
and Gone Troppo. I run my lips over the raised squares, as if
Saltbush, Tangelo and Ghost Gum should have some taste, some
fragrance that will fill the whole house. There's even a Baby Pink.
I laugh. I will paint with Living Proof Acrylic Silk; I will put on a
man's business shirt and coax the peeling plaster back to life. Some
shade of green for the walls, something off-white for the ceiling.
Soon I am hungry. I open the fridge, take out a punnet of black
berries, then pour the yogurt into a bowl. I dip the furry jewels
into the lumpy liquid, letting the juice stain my fingers, swirling
them through the white placenta, watching the dark umbilical
cords wind their way to a heartbeat. In the afternoon I go through
my routine of self-massage, drawing the alphabet with my toes,
hunching up my back like an angry cat.
A late winter storm replaces the cool, clear days. The wind rattles
the house against its stumps, the windows shake like floundering
mariners struggling in mountainous seas. A school party is lost on
the range. Eight girls, six boys, two teachers. They started on the
Lakes walk, but the weather changed at noon. Kosciusko, Senti
nel Rocks, Rams Head Range, Dead Horse Gap. I wonder if
they made it to Seaman's Hut . The news bulletins sound like pre
mature epithets; dazed and teary parents sit by helpless in the city,
their fear beamed into my living room. The search is abandoned
at nightfall. Perhaps they are already safe.

I fill the hotwater bottle and wear a beanie to bed. Under the
covers I close my eyes and sniff the purple p ea in the glass beside
me. They say a picked wildflower cannot produce seed, but I feel
no guilt. You are listening, listening to the cries of lost children,
the shivering chatter of their teeth, prayers rising from blue lips. I
listen with you. The night rolls on, relentless and dark. I count the
lost on my fingers: six and two and eight. Everything dies, I say. But
you do not believe me.You have the words that bring deliverance.
Wise and certain, you speak. Wait, you say. J:.¼it. Open your eyes
and laugh. The storm will break.
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Face To Face

Interview with Sandy Caldow (see CDS cover art) by Ly n
Boughton during a tour of her studio in Melbourne: Month
ofJuly, 1 996. Transcribed by Kim Griffiths. Photographs in
interview by Sandy Caldow.
remember me?' And she
said, 'Yes.' She'd seen my
work in a gallery. 'Do you
know I'm responsible for
you making those heads
with flowing hair. When
you were young you were
like my doll and I was a
hairdresser,' she said. Now
she's a well known hairdresser. She said she used to
take me to the sandpit and
make these heads, with her
interest she would make
flowing hair.

lb What got you turned on to
ceramics in the first place,
Sandy?
SC

Well I started, I remember
when I was about 1 0 or 1 2
years old. My parent's next
door neighbour gave me this
tiny pot, crooked as anything, only about 3 inches
high by 3 inches wide, very
plain looking thing. But it
was the only hand made
thing that we had, that I
knew of really. Like, hand
made pot. And I used to just
hold it, I loved it. I held it at
night time. It would be on
the heater and it would be
all warm and everything.
And I used to think, 'Oh, if
I could ever make something as good as that I 'd just
be so happy.' And I always
loved mud pies. From the
time I was about 12 I used to
say, 'I want to be a potter,
when I grow up.'
Years later I met a lady I
hadn't seen for 30 years. I
went up to her in a restaurant and said, 'Do you

lb So, how long have you been
a potter?
SC

I 've been doing ceramics
and learning from lots of
teachers and artists since
1 979.

lb So do you keep notes and
records of the kinds of
things you 've been doing? I
hear you're writing a thesis
for an M.A.
SC

Yes, I'm doing a research
thesis on psychology and the
unconscious in art. I'm
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looking at the symbols we
all use, and have used
throughout arts history to
find the lan gu age of the
unconscious. For example,
the Egyptians used certain
symbols and believed sym
bols meant things, the
symbols were part of the
collective unconscious too.
I might start with a va gu e
idea but whatever's in me
comes out, and for years
I made very peaceful
sculptures of women.
(see figure 1)

wanted, which was to feel
emotionally calm. I was on
an emotional roller coaster. I
think the sculptures com
pensated for what I didn't
have. I reckon heaps of stuff
is on that level and actually I
never realised about the
subconscious un til I started
doing this sort of study.
Then I realised in my wn
work, (all the different
things that were in it) . like
the archetypes they were all
there.
Here was this woman,
always so peaceful , everyone
thought i t was like me. I t
was what I didn't have. So in
order to get it, I made
hundreds of them.
lb When did you stop making
them and was it conscious?

They are restful, emotionally
peaceful, so gentle. Every
one used to say to me you
must be a very peaceful,
calm person to make things
like that. But I was exactly
the opposite. I had no
peacefulness in my whole
being. I wasn't restful but
was projecting what I

sc I suppose in one way it was
partly conscious and partly it
was unconscious, but my life
changed and everything
changed. I shifted town,
shifted home, left the studio
that I 'd built, all my friends,
for twelve years and I was
without a work space for
about three months. I was so
confused and I used to just
sit in the shed. I didn't have
any shelves or anything and
I 'd try and make stuff And I
j ust made these fi gu res
which had their eyes open
and they looked really blank

and really shocked. And it
was almost like that with me
as well. I never liked to
make them with their eyes
open before, they'd stare at
me or something. Now, I
felt like that anyway, so I was
quite happy to have them
staring at me. You know that
one up there, he looks a bit
shocked. (see figure 2)

This piece related to the
Rasa Theory of Sanskrit
Criticism. I found that
theory very exciting. It says,
everything is made up of a
complexity of different
emotions and the strongest
emotion is quietude, which
is reflected in the serene
looking pieces, but even
those have been made up of
every other emotion. It
looks flattened, a little bit
shocked, a little bit sur
prised. He's a bit flat and yet
he's a bit sad and his lips are

pursed or something. And
the thing was that he's a
container, a vase. That's
like the Jungian thing,
where we all contain each
other and in every relation
ship we take on a bit of the
other person. That's how I
felt . . . some time later when
I looked at him (' cos I'd
never really seen him be
fore). So I wrote a poem. It
was like all these different
feelings. (see figure 3)

The blue vase ma11 with oranie
lips and oranie eyes
doesn 't quite know wl,at l,e feels
or rather he feels a bit of
everythini
he 's a container
that's why he is a vase
l,e 's already co11tainini
even tl,ouil, l,e 's e111pty
l,e 's three dinicnsio11al
two dimensional
yet his hair is slicked down
like a drawinx

my eyes fix to his
he peers into me
I wonder what happened to him
to make his eyes like that
because he's a vase
I can look at him
while I try and work him out
I can try to see
what the other half of myself is
like
this guy could be seen as a girl
his face is cold, his eyes are
warm
his ears are open like two car
doors
he's got a big bull neck and a
rubbery chin
his gaze penetrates me
with a little sadness
a little fear
I think he's a hero
he's taking it like a man
and there's a slight tremble on
his lips.
There is something about this
guy I like.

We become containers for
each others' emotions, each
others' projections. That's
why people project things.
They say it's someone else
doing this or that, when it's
actually them. That's why I
made this series in vessels. I
like the series which relates
to the Rasa Theory. I think
these works have much
more feeling and are more
honest that the quietude
pieces. These works then led
me on to a new series where
I played with illusion of

dimension. It took me a
while to understand what I
was doing. I made a small
tile of a face, and then after
about a year I looked at it
and I thought it was like a
drawing.
That's why I got into the 2
dimensional / 3 dimensional
thing. I want to make three
dimensional work which
looks almost 2 dimensional.
(See cover photos.) I would
like it if people thought it
might be a drawing.
I 'd make the face and then
I'd throw it on the floor.
Perhaps I was feeling a bit
wild though or something
that day, and not so prissy
and pretty. And I didn't care
anymore. It defies its media
and dimensions. What
they're about on a philo
sophical level is that, as
people we all become 2D /
3D. And that just means
that if we don't acknowledge
our feelings , we'll gradually
shut down and become
psychically two dimensional.
Some people even become
one dimensional. But one
dimensional would be a
pretty flat existence.
Wolfgang Widmoser, a
painter, used to think that's
why the environment was in
such a bad state. That's why
we're polluting the rivers

and poisoning everything
because we can't cope with
our feelings. We feel so
helpless with everything in
the world the way it is , so
we j ust shut off. We think, I
can't do anything about it.
But they reckon that actually
if we are facing our feelings
and acknowledging them,
we'd feel less helpless and
afraid or anxious. By acknowledging our feelings we
don't j ust flatten out psychically. We can still actually do
something.
I'm always amazed to see
what happens. To see what I
make 'cos I often don't feel
like I'm in charge of it. Even
though I ' m there shaping
and working it.
lb Yes, there's that crossover
thing again, between the
arts, it's what I was trying to
get at before when I said,
Grant Caldwell would say
that his writing comes
through him. Although I
know he shapes it, it is
coming through his subconscious. Whereas some
writers seem to operate
from a very conscious level
and would say, they are
going to write a poem about
a specific subj ec t and that
would be their next logical
step.
SC

I remember I found a great
quote once, from Dante. It

said how he had five levels
of consciousness. From the
p e rsonal, to society to the
collective unconscious.
There were more levels , but
like I said I lost it. He said
he was conscious of all those
levels in every word. I think
it's very interesting that the
best work does go on much
more than one level. Definitely beyond the p ersonal.
lb Yes, I think you 're right.
Sometimes our work operates on levels we only
become conscious of in
retrospect.
What's that piece over there?
What is it ac tually doing?

(seefigure 4)

SC

It's supp osed to be a bit like
a mask, that the personal
represents all the masks and
faces we wear. Like T.S.
Eliot's poem:
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woke up and I thought,
there was always me and clay
and the radio. I didn't want
to comment on anything
about art or whatever. Then
one day I realised, my God,
I 've spent 1 0 years in this
shed. Ten years pounding
and shaping and patting
these bits of clay. I thought,
this is weird!

'There will be time, there will
be time
To prepare a face to meet the
faces that you meet. '

It's from one of his most
famous poems, ' The Love
Song

ofJ Alfred Prufrock'

lb But then there's a myth
about the artist, too. Like
some people spend their
whole life being the artist.
SC

Like the personal of the
artist isn't it. Whether they're
a writer or a musician, they
are about the mask. Like
that mask piece, its face
actually comes off, so it's a
mask.
I find the whole of art quite
indulgent, but I love it.
Indulgent in that it's your
own little world you go into.
I come into the shed at
night, I turn on the light. I
just see all these fi gu res
everywhere. Put on the
radio, put on the heater and
just sit. I've got to pat my
clay quietly here because of
the neighbours . 'Cos it's a
very thin shed so I can't
really make too much noise
at night. I can't go bang
bang!

lb Have you always worked like
that?
SC

�'x

You know with this radio
which was my outside world
connection. I thought, God,
I'm missing out on life.
That's when I actually did
change a bit. I t was almost as
though I was passing my life
away in a shed. And yet I
wanted my work to be very
much for people.

I spent ten years of my life
like that, and one day I

lb I think some artists do live
on the edge, too. You know,
like they exist on the edge
and that's why some of the
work they produce is so
good, because they've got a
perspective that many
people never actually go so
far as to explore.
SC

For sure, yeah . I don't think
you've got to starve in a
garret either. That's the
part of the myth of the
artist as well. Starving artists
are supposed to bleed for
their art and all that. Well,
you do in a way, with all
the pain you go through
when it doesn't work out.

But it's a private thing I
reckon. You know I don't
think you've got to be a
drug addict and all that sort
of stuff either. But yeah, it's
a strange thing, it's really
strange, persona. You pay for
it in all different ways. I
mean it's never easy, technically, physically, emotionally
and financially. It's never
easy.
lb Self discovery and experience can be a painful process.
SC

You know someone once
said to me, if you make one
great work in your life, what
a great achievement. And I
guess I quite understand
that. . . One great work
would be brilliant. I mean I
would love to make lots of
great works but we can't.
Who can, you know?
Everyone makes some good
ones and some not so good
ones, but then it's all subjective as well. But to have the
richness that other peoples'
art has given me, you know
the absolute richness has
been what got me into it in

the first place, the thing that
keeps me going. It's not
about an ego based thing of
not being able to acknowledge other people's work.
lb Yeah, I think changes and
working on pieces are all
part of a larger process. I
think if you can't acknowledge other peoples' art, you
can't move on. O therwise
we are working in isolation.
What are doing? What are
we? I mean I know there are
different types of society
where the collective is
stronger than others, but I
do feel like I live in a cornmunity. When people die for
instance. When Rex Buckingham, the poet, died, all
these people went to his
funeral. It was this undeniable community. And
although you might not get
on well with everyone, there
is someone or something
that brings you all together.
SC

Yes, I think that it is really
important that we are able
to celebrate other peoples'
art, our community and our
influences.

Pat

My mother leaves her daughters
in the care of Ukrainian neighbours
& goes for a walk up the road.
Her breasts are heavy with milk
& she's pregnant again.
She sees M r Jennings on his farm,
approaches, & says in Ukrainian:
Ya hochu korovy proshu.
She pulls at the air in front of her,
tapping her fingers against her palms.
Mr Jennings smiles, scratches his head,
& shakes it slowly.
My mother tries again in German:
I h mechti aina ku .
She milks the air with her hands again.
He still doesn't understand
so she places her hands
on either side of her head,
points the index fingers up
& says: Moooo!
Mr Jennings laughs as his wife
hurries out into the farmyard
& says: Jim, she wants a cow.
Mrs Jennings mooo's at my mother.
My mother smiles & moooo's back,
then kicks her right leg up
& shakes her finger,
kicks her left leg up
& shakes her finger.
Eventually the Jennings work out
she wants a cow that doesn't kick.
Mr Jennings puts his hands to his mouth

& calls out: Pat! Pat! Come here, Pat!
A brown & cream cow comes running out
from behind a shed,
udders swinging like church bells,
squirting milk onto the grass,
Mr Jennings pats her.
Pat her, he says, pat Pat.
My mother looks into Pat's soft eyes
& slides h er hand slowly
along the big cow's back.
She turns to the Jennings & smiles.
She pats her pregnant belly.
They nod & smile back, saying something
my mother can't understand.
They repeat it louder & slower.
My mother spreads her arms & shrugs.
Mr Jennings ties a rope around Pat's head
& holds the rope out to my mother.
My mother shakes her head,
pats her pockets, shakes her head.
The Jennings talk to each other,
smile at my mother
& place the rope in her hands.
Mrs Jennings pats her own pocket,
shakes her head, spreads her arms,
shrugs & points into the distance.
She pats my mother on the back
& guides her toward the road.
Go now, pay later, she says.
My mother smiles & hugs them in turn,
almost crying at their generosity.
They wave hands at each other
& my mother leads Pat back home
for the first time noticing
the blue in the sky &the gold in the fields
& h ow those colours are the same
as the colours in the Ukrainian flag.
She arrives home, delighted
but doesn't know what to do with the cow.
She ties her to her front gate
where there's plenty of grass
& walks up her garden path.
Her breasts feel lighter already.

My Funeral
(Welcome To My Death)

Well hello every body.
Glad you could make it.
Sorry to put you out like this I guess you all have
other things
you 'd rather be doing right now.
Excuse the interruption.
Hope it's not anybody's birthday.
No matter.
I ' m glad you 're here
in my time of celebration.
I'm gone now.
Some might say I was gone
years ago
but I hung in there
for a while, didn 't I?
I've had a good life,
much better than I expected.
I only wish I could
have shown that more.
I was a bit solitary sometimes
& I kept things to myself
that I could have let out.
But I liked being on my own.
It was a big comfort to me,
altho the bad habits
during those times
probably led to my untimely death.
Is there such a thing

as a timely death?
How many people have departed
after resolving everything?
But I ' m not here to preach to you
because I'm not here any more.
I'm gone.
I ' m over here now
where we can't communicate
any longer, as far as I know.
Hope you 're enj oying the song
I 've chosen to be played
repeatedly during my funeral
& wake.
You are giving me a wake aren't you?
You've come to celebrate my life
& talk about me haven't you?
People aren't really dead
until they're forgotten.
I ' m here somewhere listening.
You can say good or bad
things about me;
I don't really care any more it never hurt me much anyway
when I was still with you.
Except when I was feeling vulnerable.
I notice a few strangers out there;
glad to see you at last.
We never met, but maybe
that was a good thing.
Welcome to my death.
I should mention a few people
who were special in my life
but I won't.

I 'll keep this general.
So thanks to all who helped me
knowing they were helping me;
to all who helped
by adding something to my life;
who helped but never met me;
to those who left
cake or alcohol in my fridge.
Thanks to all those who helped
by hindering me.
All of you here, I guess.
I hope you 're enjoying
seeing people
you haven't seen in years.
It's a good chance
for a catch-up.
I know you 're going to talk
about your own lives
& forget about mine.
Don't mind me, I'm dead.
Dead as a door.
So in closing,
I 'll leave you with a joke.
A funny thing happened
to me on my way
to my funeral.
I died.
Hhmmm . . .
Thanks again for being
part of my life
& now my death.
Have a good time.
My job is done.
Give my love to those
who need a bit.

John Herouvim

A friend of mine said you topped yourself,
well let's hope it's true.
Although it would take some doing,
you seemed to brim with surprises.
I can't say I heard five bells mate
and I ' m not going to ask where you are.
I never even met you,
but I loved what you were doing.
I was more startled than grief-stricken
that a figu re like you
would peer so close to the bone
and want to begin to carve it.
You with your funny precisions
and tantalus crawlings. What
did you think of time? Did you
think it was something to bark at;
the ever faithful dog growing <lags
on his arse and shaving in public?
Did you hang on its viscosity
for a moment too long?
Or was it thin brother;
a boiling point like ether,
ready to strangle the nerves
with conduits of luck and shame.
Today was hot. You know, the heat that disables
but every one carries on any way?

In Melbourne it will blow away i n a day or two.
It was a day for beer and blurring,
of getting stuck and shuddering.
One could even mention barbies and paunches.
But bac k to you:
I'm not going to knock your choice;
maybe you even deserve a medal.
Whatever I have to do,
I want to get off your back.

H EAT
HEAT
PO Box 752 Artarmon,
NSW 2064 Australia

Editor: lvor l ndyk.

'Heat is a new Australian literary quarterly, with an international orientation. It is
committed to the publication of good writing, in English, and in translation into

E nglish. It publishes all the genres of poetry and prose.'

Jihad
Up the sleepy
Beirut street
she is walking,
slow and steady
like they showed her.
At least three days
since she slept.
Somehow, she is
past the first checkpoint.
In her pocket the switch
is slippery with sweat.
The skin beneath
the plastique strapped
to her stomach is damp.
Pulse hammering, she
strolls nonchalantly up
to the guards, who nudge
each other, sniggering
their eyes on her hips
her breasts her ankles.

Turning Black
"With the lights out
it's less dangerous. "
Kurt Cobain

In your steady, opaque
gaze the last caravans
are passing by. A raft
capsizes. Full fields
lie down in the heat.
Behind the pain
you guard like
a trophy waits
the drowned house
the fallen cross.
At the end is April
and the blind undrawn.
Orchids. The open room.
No more nights to go.
And rolling off across
the water, a slow echo
of the shot you do not hear.

Vale Osborne House

it was the hilton for paupers
the rich in soul
in everything but money
before money
money for drugs
the idea of purpose
the anarchy
beggars, poets, prostitutes, pushers
all in at osborne house
seventy rooms of three floors
xanadu perhaps
next to St. Vincents
how apt
how complete
how poesy
how real
how unreal
the passing
of an age
decadence was the thing
honourable
allowed to exist
freedom to be
democracy
if you come from the country
to the city
all your friends'
and relatives' fears
of metropolis
were in osborne house

montsalvat for drunkards
sheer humanity
fuelled by a 24 hour hotel
next door
amongst many
oh osborne
with your bluff and swagger
your vast victorian multi-story frontage
looked out over the exhibition gardens
how apt
how absurd
how real
vale osborne house
vale the times
must close
the decadence and beauty
as one and the same
must be separated
out of fear
in democracy
law and order
the drugs and drink
the state said
it must close
vale osborne house
vale.

For Rex

the trails
the lanes and paths
the inner suburban
man
he grew there
in the channels
of talk
face to face
he drew there
the humane nut
the kernel
of grain
he tapped it
rex
as a lowly
worker
in a rubber
plantation
the pay
the conditions
the artist
the idealism
the truth
the alcohol
the art
the arthritis
dawn and sunset
night
the passing
life.
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